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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 ENACTED in a nutshell
This report has been produced under the “European Network of Active Civil socieTy for Education and
Diversity” (ENACTED) project. ENACTED is a 3-year Erasmus+ project that includes actions in four EU
countries and brings together partners who have high expertise and experience in the area of inclusive
education, comprising altogether the ENACTED consortium: OXFAM ITALIA (Italy), STIMMULI FOR
SOCIAL CHANGE (Greece), CESIE (Italy), ALLILEGGIE SOLIDARITYNOW (Greece), CARDET (Cyprus) and
MAGENTA CONSULTORIA PROJECTS SL (Spain).
The primary goal of ENACTED is to offer support to the European educational systems, with a particular
focus on schools, in order to respond effectively to the various needs of Newly Arrived Migrant Students
(NAMS), fostering at the same time their integration in both education and society. This core objective
is in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goal 4 (UN, 2015: 14) as well as with the
European Pillar of Social Rights. In the latter, it is asserted that ‘Everyone has the right to quality and
inclusive education, training and lifelong learning in order to maintain and acquire skills that enable
them to participate fully in society and manage successfully transitions’ (EC, 2018: 11).
As such, ENACTED deploys a comprehensive approach to facilitate the collection, analysis, exchange,
diffusion and evaluation of promising practices of inclusive education implemented by Civil Society
Organisations (CSOs). During the last decades, CSOs have been emerged as a decisive actor and one of
the key stakeholders in welcoming and providing educational and other services to NAMS and their
families during the recent refugee crisis, filling in national and EU policy gaps (Dassis in EESC, 2017: 3).
The contribution of ENACTED is fulfilled through the following main results that are expected
throughout the project:
• The creation and establishment of a new international online networking platform, the ENACTED
Inclusive Education Acceleration Online Platform, that will create the space for synergies between
CSOs and primary and secondary schools working with NAMS;
• The creation of a transnational network of CSOs and schools committed to working together to
improve the lives of NAMS and provide inclusive and quality education to all disadvantaged
learners;
• The identification and diffusion of beneficial educational practices developed by CSOs into the form
of a Depository of Innovative Practices for Inclusive Education (DIPIE). DIPIE will be part of the
project’s Inclusive Education Acceleration Platform and will function as a powerful tool for
enhancing the professional development of teachers and educators in dealing with NAMS.
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1.2 Overview of report
The ENACTED project, through the activities of Work Package (WP) 2: State of the art on practices of
inclusive education, aims to map and identify existing policies, educational systems, integration
challenges, education needs of NAMS and already tested effective practices developed by CSOs that
facilitate migrant and refugee integration in education with a special orientation towards NAMS, in the
four participating countries. This report, which constitutes an integral part of WP2, attempts to provide
a comprehensive overview – by deploying a dedicated survey on stakeholder needs and challenges as
an important practical tool and focusing first on the situation in each national context and next on a
cross-country analysis –– of the following issues:
 Sets forth a series of information of general context regarding NAMS integration in education, such
as the types of practices provided to NAMS and/or their parents in each participating country for a
more direct facilitation of integration; several non-formal education practices that have been
considered effective to that end; as well as some statistical data about the educational placement of
NAMS upon their arrival in each of the four host countries.
 Investigates at first level how personal characteristics such as the cultural, socioeconomic and
education background, as well as past experiences and current living conditions, are negatively
impacting school performance and the process of integration of NAMS in education, according to
diverse stakeholders’ perspective.
 Explores what are the current and most important needs that are recorded, according to specific
interviewees that participated in the survey, in terms of providing more inclusive education practices
to NAMS and what is the current role of non-formal educational providers for NAMS’ educational
inclusion.
 Examines the main challenges that formal and non-formal educational providers are currently
facing, both captured in their answers of the aforementioned survey, regarding the implementation
of inclusive educational practices for NAMS as well as the creation of synergies between them for
NAMS’ educational and social benefit.
 Provides a set of necessary policy improvements about inclusive education towards NAMS.
As a starting point, concerning the next chapters of the report, in Chapter 2 the methodological approach
that has been deployed for the development, analysis and synthesis of this reports’ outcomes is
presented in detail. In particular, Chapter 2 describes the rationale behind the survey items that have
been selected for the collection of data, which are the target groups of survey, why their involvement
has been valuable for this survey, and what are the comparative advantages that the selected
methodological approach yields (quantitative self-completion questionnaire) for extracting significant
insights. Moreover, Chapter 2 pays attention to essential ethics and confidentiality considerations,
which have been considered prior the implementation of survey. The core aim is to ensure and protect
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the way the interviewees have provided their perspective through their participation with their answers,
respecting the privacy policy of individual information of the survey participants.
Chapter 3 regards the next step of the methodology, which is the data analysis. As such, Chapter 3
proceeds with an extensive cross-country description which showcases the most important findings of
the above specific issues, based on the in-depth analysis of quantitative data elicited through the
answers of interviewed stakeholders, in several sections and subsections that refer to the various
examined themes.
Finally, Chapter 4 concludes the report with some key outcomes and ways forward. The aim of Chapter
4 is to offer a more enlightening approach on the examined themes, taking into account all the
information analysed by the survey, and how these information (on needs, challenges and policy
recommendations) are intersected with NAMS’ needs and benefit in their educational integration. It
should be underlined that the key outcomes of the report are based on and combined with some of the
key results and messages from the previous reports (O2.1 and O2.2) produced under ENACTED. The
purpose of combining the results is to give a holistic view of how to move forward with collection of best
innovative practices for inclusive education as well as with the set of selection criteria and classification
items for the categorization of practices. All these critical issues are examined in the report 02.4, which
essentially follows and builds on the findings of O2.3.

Chapter 2: Methodology
2.1 Overall methodological approach
Having as a core priority to make a concrete analysis of the data collected for the creation of O2.3, a
specific methodological approach has been deployed. Taking into consideration the complexity of the
issues under investigation and the need for providing valid and reliable results that can feed into the
next steps of ENACTED, as well as for stimulating further research beyond the project, the
methodological approach has been broken into two distinct layers. At first level, which concerns the
operationalisation and elicitation of data, the methodology selected took the form of quantitative, selfadministrated questionnaire with closed questions (quantitative research method). At second level,
which concerns the analysis of data and the formulation of insightful recommendations, a dedicated
mixed research method was deployed.
As such, the quantitative data elicited through the survey have been triangulated with the qualitative
data elicited through the desk research and open-ended interviews – performed under O2.1 and O2.2
– with the view to provide outcomes of quality that transcends the inevitable limitations posed by the
selection of only qualitative or quantitative approach. Therefore, this report aims, inter alia, to
overcome the so-called “incompatibility thesis” – which claims that the two paradigms of qualitative
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and quantitative methods cannot be combined – and contributes to the mixed methods movement. As
such, this report contributes, from a methodological perspective, to the growing trend among
researchers and social scientists that embraces a pragmatic approach as a third way that overcomes
the traditional conflict between the positivist quantitative approach (here in the form of selfadministered survey) and interpretivist qualitative approach (here in the form of desk research and indepth semi-structured interviews) (Robson and McCartan, 2016: 175-177).

2.2 Development of survey
The overall methodological approach of the Output can be divided in two distinct, sequential parts. The
first part concerns the data collection, whereas the second part concerns the analysis of data to
produce concrete findings. For the first part, the elicitation of data, a self-administered quantitative
questionnaire was selected. The rationale of developing and deploying a quantitative survey in the form
of a self-administered questionnaire lies in the fact that in principle is considered a popular way for
exploring the nature of a problem of a general situation (in this case the integration of NAMS in the
national educational systems), by collecting aggregated data in a specific context (in this case in the
context of participating countries). A survey is a research method used by social scientists (e.g.,
economists, political scientists, psychologists, sociologists, etc.), to empirically and scientifically study
and provide information about people and social phenomena. In this report, the main purpose of the
survey is to pinpoint the stakeholders’ needs and challenges in NAMS’ integration, which is considered
primarily a social phenomenon. Another core element of a survey is that it can be used to find out the
opinions, perspectives or behaviours of persons who are contacted to participate in the survey, and to
obtain other factual information about the examined issue or sometimes of the examined sample itself
(Lavrakas, 2008: 860).
One of the main characteristics of self-administered questionnaire is that it has a participatory
character. It involves participants from various stakeholder groups in all four countries, who provided
their answers in an online survey that has been created for the collection of data. STIMMULI has been
the lead partner in this process, since it has developed a set of items in a form of questionnaire for the
make-up of survey, which has been also disseminated, reviewed and piloted for distribution to all kinds
of interviewees in a specific timeframe by the other consortium partners from the rest participating
countries. The English version of the questionnaire is presented in the Annex section at the end of the
current document.
Concerning the questionnaire’s framework, it contained a set of closed questions, with specific
questioning items and fixed answers (with answer of multiple choices, for instance). Only in some
questions, interviewees have been given the choice to express their opinions in a brief paragraph. As
such, they had the opportunity to provide additional information, without however deviating from the
central goal of the survey, which is to collect quantitative data. In general, the questionnaire of the
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survey has given the chance to the participants to answer questions by completing the questionnaire
themselves. This kind of questionnaire is the “self-completion” or “self-administered” questionnaire.
Opting for the self-administered questionnaire offered a series of advantages (Table 1), which rendered
this approach optimal compared to a structured interview that would have been administered with the
physical appearance of an interviewer (Bryman, 2012: 232-234).
Table 1. Advantages of self-administered questionnaire

Cost-efficiency: Deploying a self-administered questionnaire saved considerable expenditures. Given
the geographical scope of the targeted audience, it would have been more costly for the interviewer
to travel to reach out the interviewees.
Time limitations: The use of an online questionnaire made the operationalisation of the whole process
quicker and easier. Given the overall time constraints, the use of an online platform enabled the
consortium partners to reach out simultaneously.
Interviewer biases: The physical presence of an interviewer could have distorted the reliability of the
data, since the interviewee might have provided answers that would have been socially desirable,
without however being necessarily true. This advantage is even more important when sensitive issues,
such as NAMS integration, are under discussion.
Conveniency: Self-administered questionnaires can be answered by the interviewee when the latter
want or at the speed they want to answer. This gives the interviewee the necessary time to reflect on
the items and provide reliable answers.
Safety: Taking into consideration that the survey was performed during the Covid-19 pandemic, opting
for an online process made the whole endeavour safer both for the partners and the interviewees.
The items of survey were based on to a large extend on the findings from the literature review that was
deployed during the development of Output 2.1. Moreover, the items were followed the same
rationale with the interview guide that was used under Output 2.2. The findings from the previous
research fed into the theoretical framework on which the survey built, with the aim to explore how the
gaps, barriers and obstacles identified could form the skeleton of the questionnaire. This approach is
line with how Robson and McCartan (2016) describe as scientifically sound when developing a survey:
“[t]he importance of a theoretical framework or conceptual structure for surveys seeking to move
beyond description to explanation cannot be overestimated.” Having a solid theoretical framework
“prevent[s] the survey questionnaire degenerating into a fishing trip where questions are added simply
because ‘it seemed a good idea at the time’”.
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2.3 Target groups and participants
The pool of targeted interviewees accounted for 116 in total and was composed of two main categories:
(i) non-formal educational providers (e.g. CSOs) and (ii) formal educational providers (e.g.
schoolteachers, headteachers, local authorities representatives). The selection of the categories has
been strictly connected to the very purpose of the survey. The aim of the survey is to design and
implement an effective and responsible programme that can take into consideration the needs,
perceptions and wishes of stakeholder groups concerning the NAMS integration into the national
education systems. Thus, these two categories are considered the most significant stakeholder groups
– that is to say, the groups that can exercise mostly and are highly impacted by the process of NAMS
integration – and therefore their participation to the survey can produce results that truly mirror the
current circumstances of this issue. By asking directly non-formal and formal education providers,
instead of yielding results indirectly through other groups such as national policy makers or researchers,
the survey is hoped to provide more accurate and valid answers that will enable the formulation of
effective policy recommendations.

2.4 Operationalisation and piloting
For the online operationalisation of the survey, the partners agreed to use the SurveyMonkey1
platform. The partners first reviewed collectively the draft version of the survey and provided their
feedback for the finalization of the survey structure. After the finalization of survey, each partner
translated it in their respective national language and then distributed it online to the targeted
stakeholders-interviewees. The translation of survey to the local languages was done to reach the
widest expected audience. Moreover, taking into consideration that the survey was not administered
by an interviewer, but participants had to rather answer the items themselves, it was necessary to
provide the survey into their local language to simplify the process.

2.5 Collection and analysis of data
After participants provided their answers, STIMMULI collected all answers and categorized the data.
Following this step, the analysis of data was performed. For the analysis of data, two methods were
deployed. First, simple descriptive statistics was deployed for the quantification and visual presentation
of the results. At this stage, visual tools such as bars and charts were developed to demonstrate the
trends, perceptions, needs and challenges of participants, and paved the way for the next stage.
In the next phase, the data were analysed in-depth to produce meaningful outcomes. The aim was not
to merely describe in written words the results of the descriptive statistics, but also to transform the
data into concise conclusions that form the basis for policy recommendations. To that end, the method
1

The website of SurveyMonkey, the online tool that was used for the survey of O2.3, is available here:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/
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of triangulation was deployed in specific parts of the analysis, under the logic of mixed research
method. In principle, triangulation refers to the process of using multiple and different sources (that
may or may not deriving from different methodological traditions) to check the validity of the
information provided and therefore overcome limitations of the distinct methodological approaches
through their combinations. In this context, triangulation refers to the combination of the answers
provided by the quantitative surveys with the desk research and/or qualitative in-depth interviews that
were performed in the previous outputs (O2.1 and O2.2, respectively). Given that triangulation here
draws results yielded from different methodological traditions, its deployment can be understood both
as “validity-checking” and complementarity of information (Hammersley, 2008). In sum, it is hoped that
the methodology used in this Output can help readers and stakeholders to gain a more integrated
insight of the process of NAMS educational integration, and create new avenues for more advanced
research in the field of inclusive education.

2.6 Ethics and confidentiality considerations
Each time a participant received the survey, they were clearly and unambiguously informed that their
participation in the survey is absolutely voluntary and that they could withdraw and terminate their
participation at any time. In this way, participants formally agreed that the information they provided
were used solely for the purpose of the project, and that their personal information and opinions were
anonymously published in some of the results of the ENACTED project. As such, the security of
anonymity was also guaranteed to all participants. All partners were highly supportive in facilitating the
understanding of the survey content, resolving translation issues and engaging survey participants.
Participants’ survey responses are stored securely in- Survey Monkey storage. Only STIMMULI and, as
necessary, partners involved in the survey process can access this information. STIMMULI has used the
information collected and thus made propositions on the planning of the next project output and
together with the rest of partners and under the leadership of the coordinator will make decisions and
collaboratively agree on the next project steps. STIMMULI has also archived the data for potential
secondary use linked to inform dissemination ENACTED results. Participants have been made aware of
the potential for any secondary use but will be contacted again to be given the opportunity to consent
or withdraw their data prior to any secondary use.

Chapter 3: Core analysis of survey findings
3.1. Introductory preview
This chapter deals with the core analysis of the survey findings, through which several essential facts
and outcomes are highlighted regarding the identified needs of the examined educational stakeholders.
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Before proceeding to the results, it is necessary to provide an introductory preview about some general
demographic information) about the total sample of participants (country of residence and stakeholder
groups). In general, it is vital to keep in mind which countries have displayed the greatest participation,
and which stakeholder groups (e.g. formal or non-formal education providers) consist the majority of
participants. The main purpose for providing demographic data is that if this report can form the basis
of meaningful policy recommendations in the near future – as it aspired to do – then understanding
the national trends and prevailing perspectives per stakeholder category in the discussed themes will
enable the formulation of recommendations that will be country-sensitive and therefore more
effective. Moreover, the results can also feed into the formulation and implementation of the agendas
for the physical and virtual roundtables that will be enabled at a later phase through the ENACTED
Platform. In many sections, statistical results are triangulated with further information from qualitative
research or desk research – as discussed already in the Methodology section – thus further enriching
the findings. Last but not least, depending on the section, the analysis focuses either on average results
that span the countries, or it includes cross-country comparative analysis, always in line with the
country-sensitive rationale of the overall analysis.
To begin with, one of the first questions that were posed to participants regarded their country of
residence. As Figure 1 clearly depicts, 43% of respondents (i.e. 49 out of 116 in total) come from Greece,
with Cyprus following with a proportion of participants that accounts for 25%. Italy follows next, with
the number of stakeholders that took part in the survey amounting to around 20% and Spain with 12%.
In terms of numbers that were initially agreed with the consortium, the ENACTED partnership has
managed to reach the agreed number following an equal representation in terms of the project’s target
group as will be presented in the next figures. In general terms, it must be stressed that the willingness
of stakeholders to participate in the survey should not be judged only by these percentages, as other
demographic elements (e.g. the potential low numbers of CSOs representatives per capita in each
country) or external factors (e.g. Covid-19 pandemic) could also be attributed as important factors that
display a differentiation in the data collection and the subsequent analysis.
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Figure 1.Country residence of participants

After providing a general picture about the number of participants per country, the numbers of
participants per stakeholder category has been examined. As displayed in Figure 2, the two main
categories of stakeholders that participated in this survey are (i) representatives from CSOs, who are
understood as non-formal education providers, and (ii) schoolteachers or policy representatives,
corresponding to the category of formal education providers. As statistical results show at a first
glance, the percentages of both categories’ participation in the survey do not differ significantly. More
specifically, both formal and non-formal educational providers have marked high rates of participation
throughout the survey, with the former accounting for approximately 56% and the latter following with
also a noteworthy level of participation, recording around 45% as interviewed stakeholders from CSOs.
This can be interpreted as a quite balanced ratio between the two stakeholder groups, and as such
render the whole analysis more integrated.
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Figure 2. Participants per stakeholder category

In Figure 3, the ratio between formal and non-formal education providers is broken down into each
national context, where there is a clearer-cut illustration of the two groups representation per country.
In the figure, some obvious deviations are presented in terms of representation. Results show that
despite the seemingly equal ratio on average, there have been sharp differences in percentages of both
stakeholder groups both within each country but also between countries. Starting from the category of
non-formal education providers, a surprisingly high level of representatives in Greece who participated
in the survey has been recorded, reaching 52.4%, as compared to that of Greek formal education
providers that has approximated almost 29% in this survey.
Concerning the statistical trends in other countries, in Italy and Cyprus similar results have been
displayed. Cypriot formal education providers represent the same percentage with the Greek formal
ones (28.8%). In Italy, there is a slight difference in both representatives’ proportion, as non-formal
education providers have recorded a very small increment in their participation (with a percentage of
almost 24%), surpassing only by around 7% the participation of formal ones (who reached about 17%).
The country in which significant internal differences have been observed is Spain, where a significant
disparity in participation between formal and non-formal representatives is depicted. Spanish
representatives from the category of formal education sector who participated in the survey have
accounted for 25%, an almost similar percentage with that of Greek and Cyprus formal stakeholders.
On the contrary, regarding Spanish non-formal representatives, low levels of participation are
observed, as less than 5% of non-formal education providers were involved in the survey. This sharply
low rate should not cause surprise, as Spain constitutes a hybrid case due to its quasi-federal system in
comparison to the other investigated countries, a particularity that had already mentioned in the
previous report of O2.2. Since the level of responsibility, awareness or intention to support in any
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process (like involvement in this survey) depends on each autonomous community, there is always the
possibility that low levels of participation are recorded, especially when these levels come from a
category that sometimes lacks substantial resources or there is a lack of enough professional staff (an
issue also referred to the previous report’s analysis) to deal with such a crucial matter and consequently
to engage in a related survey like this. Nevertheless, further results in the next sections prove that even
such a small percentage of interviewed stakeholders, irrespective of the country this percentage
pertains to, can make the difference, as long as the analysis continues to provide critical findings.
Figure 3. Participants per stakeholder category per country

Following the demographic information, the analysis continues with even more complicated but also
interesting findings. In particular, the remainder of the text addresses some core issues that were posed
to the participants. Section 1 explores the general context in NAMS integration, which entails some
general (successful or not) practices, processes in formal or non-formal level as well as negative
impacting factors about the examined issue in each national education system. Section 2 discusses
what are the current and most significant needs both of formal and non-formal education providers
regarding the process of NAMS integration. In Section 3, the analysis enters into the complex field of
synergies creation between formal and non-formal actors, explaining the level of awareness, the most
critical areas in the establishment of synergies and specific core obstacles and barriers to achieve such
collaborations. Finally, the most important challenges that both stakeholder groups are facing
concerning the application of inclusive education practices in each national are thoroughly analysed,
alongside a set of policy recommendations, as the latter were reported by the participants.
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3.2. Section 1: General context
3.2.1. Types of facilitating practices in the process of NAMS school integration
After the provision of some demographic information about each representing country and the level
of stakeholder representatives’ participation in each national context, at this point the analysis moves
to specific actors, processes and factors related to NAMS educational inclusion in a thoroughly
descriptive way. First and foremost, a question of general context that was posed in the survey
concerns the issue of whether specific types of NAMS integration practices exist or not in all examined
countries. The answers collected from all countries’ representatives are comprehensibly presented in
Figure 4. More particularly, regarding the aforementioned question and according to the figure’s data,
the process of intense language training to NAMS and their families in each host country’s language
has recorded the highest percentage in the answers of representatives, reaching almost 80% (precisely
77.4%). The second most reported type that was mentioned by the respondents and is known to be
applied in their countries regards the provision of psycho-social support, marking a valuable
proportion of 65.8%. Moreover, some additional types of practices that are imposed in four examined
countries and have been considered very essential for NAMS and their parents by the survey’s
participants are the well-known welcome classes (with a percentage of 63.8%), while the activity of
intercultural mediation, the process of assessment of prior knowledge as well as the provision of
individualised support are also considered noteworthy practices in all countries, as it has been shown
by the respondents and as Figure 4 clearly depicts, accounting for 62.6 %, 59.6% and 53% respectively.
On the other hand, a series of facilitating practices with exceptionally low levels of implementation in
each national context has also been reported by the participants. More precisely, almost 46% of
interviewees have chosen in their answers the practice related to lessons on mother tongue learning
as the first type of practice that is not adopted so much in their country. The practice of assigning
mentors as well as the process of involving community members as practices towards NAMS’
integration have also noticeable negative scores: concerning the former, almost 40% of participants
replied that the practice does not exist or it may be not diffused to a big extent, whereas regarding the
latter, more than 35% of participants provided negative answers, meaning that this type of practice
does not have a so dynamic role, as it should. This is information that should be taken into account by
policy makers and educational providers, since it seems that the potential of some practices cannot be
evaluated due to their very inexistence.
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Figure 4. Types of NAMS integration practices

Apart from the list of practices reported above, participants were given the possibility to provide
additional practices that are implemented in their countries. For example, Greek participants claimed
that educational visits offered to NAMS by schoolteachers – i.e. organised visits to cultural spaces such
as museums or libraries – is a widespread practice taking place during the official school hour schedule.
Spanish participants added the service of personal and vocational counselling for NAMS, as a means to
integrate them also in the local societies after school. Furthermore, a second supplementary practice
that was added by Spanish respondents regards the “linguistic immersion classroom”, a Spanish
language intensive course which is applied during school hours for three hours a day, so as to help
NAMS to reach satisfying competences in Spanish.
Finally, some respondents also from Italy stated that whether or not additional practices are deployed
depends on each territory; a reality that is in line with the fragmented Italian educational system due
to its high regionalization.

3.2.2. Agents of practices
Apart from the description of which educational practices exist and their diffusion is supported or not
by the respondents on average for all countries, it is necessary to go ahead with the agents that are
considered to usually implement these specific mentioned practices. As Figure 5 manifestly displays,
the two main practices which a part of respondents supported that are implemented by formal
education providers are the welcome classes and the prior knowledge assessment, recording a very
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high score by the participants, both reaching around 60%. Other significant and common procedures
that are undertaken by the formal education sector and have collected valuable percentages are the
practice of individualised support provided within the mainstream classroom as well as the language
training courses by the host countries, amounting to 56.9 % and 45.3 % respectively, according to the
participants’ answers. Concerning the service of welcome classes, some Greek CSO representatives
who had participated in the questionnaire for the development of O2.2 mentioned this practice and
considered it as a worth mentioning initiative, naming it with the term “reception classes” in their
answers. Through the creation of these classes, NAMS have been given the chance to enter in the
formal education, to be taught the Greek language and to achieve more quickly their social and
educational inclusion, always with the complementary but essential role of CSOs for the facilitation of
their integration in each national context.
Figure 5. Agents of NAMS integration practices per type

Regarding the practices that are supported to be implemented by non-formal education providers
(that is to say from non-formal educators under the auspices of a CSO or a cooperative network of
various CSOs), the first practice that has collected the highest percentage of respondents is the mother
tongue learning, accounting for 55%, while the interpretation services, the extracurricular lessons and
the provision of psychosocial support aggregated also remarkable scores by the respondents, recording
a proportion of 53.7%, 51.5% and 40.4% each in order, as Figure 5 evidently depicts. All these good
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practices that have recorded the highest scores as activities that are implemented by the non-formal
education sector have also gained the respect of the interviewed stakeholders of O2.2, where through
various examples that they had mentioned, they verified the indispensable role that CSOs and generally
non-formal education providers play in all of the previous services. For instance, some of them in
Greece have indicatively stated that the knowledge of mother tongue, sometimes in combination with
cultural mediation services, which are provided by specific experts appointed by CSOs, is considered a
very useful tool to supplement the work of formal education authorities, offering at the same time
added value in the Greek context. In particular, a noteworthy example is the creation of basic
communication dictionaries with vocabulary and phonetical transcriptions in mother tongue (Arabic,
Farsi, Sorani, Kurmanji, Urdu, Turkish, and French) and in Greek by two Greek CSOs, with the support
of UNICEF and funding from ECHO (European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations). This
innovative initiative aims at facilitating a two-way communication among NAMS, their parents, CSOs
and public education staff.
Moreover, regarding the provision of support in psychological and communication level, as mentioned
by Greek interviewees during the O2.2, the various interpersonal activities offered by CSOs seem to
have generated positive impact even to the whole family of a migrant student, as CSOs, in coordination
with other state representatives, are responsible for informing parents about the national schooling
system and the educational opportunities of their children. This also happens in Spain, where a
linguistic mediator usually operates in various CSOs and communicates with parents, pinpointing more
easily their needs via tutoring sessions. The facilitation that various third sector entities offer through
their personal interaction with refugee families is justified mainly by the following reasons: 1) the
mediators or some interpreters know NAMS as well as their needs and deficiencies – since they usually
communicate in the same language – and therefore they can provide the necessary information for the
elaboration of the individualized attention and reinforcement plan that has to be followed by some
schools; 2) they have direct contact with their family, so they serve as mediators between the families
and the educational community, so as to bring the family closer to school community and NAMS to
their school environment.
Furthermore, the most interesting part of the question about the agents of NAMS integration practices
regards the answers of participants that are related to the applied practices that are initiated and
adopted through a synergy between formal and non-formal educational sector. The practice of host
language training courses which has already been noticed to be applied by formal educators has
recorded also the highest percentage by the respondents that supported its application as a result of a
synergy and this opinion is equal to almost 38%. This point of view which has noticed a so valuable
percentage has been also verified by personal testimonies from the in-depth interviews with various
stakeholders under O2.2, in which a series of successful cases of synergies between formal and nonformal educational actors has been mentioned.
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The second most acknowledged practice by the participants of the survey as a practice driven by a joint
collaboration, which is clearly depicted in Figure 5 above, concerns the effective process of involving
community members, while the volunteering programs has recorded also highly positive scores as a
good practice implemented through synergies, thus both accounting for approximately 37% (precisely
36.8%). A point that must be stressed as a useful reminder is that these examples have been supported
in the past also by some other interviewees again within O2.2. More precisely, regarding these two
practices, it would be essential to retrace two successful cases from Italy that a part of CSO
representatives had referred as examples of effective synergies in the country. The first regards some
training and reinforcement activities on countering hate speech, practices that an Italian CSO called
“Giocherenda” implements in collaboration with Amnesty International and some middle schools in
the city of Palermo, in Sicily. This activity is a clear example of implementation of good synergies
between formal and non-formal entities, as all involved actors unite with each other to bring together
different groups (local members in interaction with foreign disadvantaged groups in the community)
so as to integrate NAMS in education more easily and smoothly. Another important initiative is the socalled “SIC” (SCUOLA INTEGRA CULTURE), an agreement among the provincial municipality of the city
of Prato, the regional educational institutions as well as the social entities of the town. In short, there
is a synergistic combination among all these actors, many times also with the help of some volunteers,
for promoting more actively NAMS’ educational inclusion and for not leaving children out of education
system. This process confirms that as long as the school has not been prepared yet for NAMS only from
the school actions, the presence of the civil society entities is without doubt necessary and substantial
for generating positive and more long-term outcomes for all members of a society, including NAMS
that constitute a new and promising group in a receiving country.

3.2.3. CSOs-driven effective integration practices
A very insightful question in this section concerns a series of effective non-formal practices from CSOs,
which has been captured in a thorough way by the participants’ answers. To begin with, regarding the
Greek and Cypriot cases, some of the most remarkable practices that are implemented by the nonformal sector and have been recognized by the participants are the provision of educational support,
through informal Hellenic language courses or intensive private courses, that function as extracurricular
training sessions, in collaboration with the formal sector and mainly with schools in order to exchange
good practices or knowledge tools, for helping NAMS to be integrated more quickly in the educational
system of the host country. Apart from the language learning process, some CSOs, via the significant
contribution of their non-formal educators, offer the opportunity to refugee minors to attend courses
that may be more challenging and difficult for absorbing effectively and easily their knowledge in a
school classroom. This activity has been already verified by Greek stakeholders, as part of O2.2., where
they mentioned the indicative example of intensive courses offered by several CSOs to NAMS, like a
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math course and experimental exam, during which non-formal teachers attempt to help and prepare
as much as possible the minor students for passing the exams.
Another non-formal service which has been characterised as one of the most essential practices by the
non-formal educational sector in Greece is related to the provision of intercultural mediation. Through
this service, NAMS are given the opportunity to get involved in various reinforcement programmes and
to be encouraged by experiential learning. At the same time, cultural lessons on various civilisations,
in combination with psychosocial actions that involve educational games, sport activities and
interactive sessions with the help of comics or art sessions (e.g. theater), have driven the refugee
students both in Greece and Cyprus to achieve more effectively their integration in the society and in
the field of education, a place that is essential for their educational evolution. Furthermore, according
to some Greek respondents, the provision of interpretation services in schools has been rendered a
catalyst for the facilitation of NAMS in their educational accommodation. The practical help of
interpretation is what the schools need today and this initiative has brought very positive impacts, as a
formal teacher can meet with the translator and with NAMS’ parents in order to resolve any possible
issue (like the behavior of children in the school environment or the sensitization of other classmates
towards the incoming foreign students). This can really help also NAMS’ parents, as they have the
chance to be aware of the performance of their children in school, through their personal interaction
with an interpreter which usually operates as a key mediator between them and the school system.
Additional non-formal services that both Greek and Cypriot participants mentioned as the most
effective for NAMS better integration in education are the attendance in the reception classes, for the
students to be more adapted in the formal school environment and to exercise, even though
unofficially, some important skills that are necessary for a better performance in the classroom.
Moreover, many respondents in the two countries referred to educative actions by various CSOs,
oriented to ameliorate NAMS’ skills and to teach them the Hellenic language through interactive
methods. Some indicative examples are intercultural and multilingual workshops, professional
development sessions, arts and crafts sessions, sports activities as group activities etc. It is necessary
to recall a specific initiative that has already been mentioned in O2.2 where, among others, the schools
in Cyprus usually invite experts from CSOs, and in turn they offer workshops to children, combining in
this way their non-formal activities and practices with formal educational activities and at the same
time following a series of workshops on the notions of awareness, bullying, racism, etc.
The Italian participants, in turn, have offered in the survey several important instances which are
considered by them as the most important and effective practices implemented by the third sector and
mainly by CSOs. More specifically, the provision of lessons in the language of the host country is one
of the most essential tools that many Italian CSOs have applied for facilitating NAMS in their school
integration. This can be carried out either within the space offered by a CSO or in a school environment,
as a process of linguistic activities in extra-school hours. Apart from the support to NAMS in the
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language learning, another significant service is the provision of language courses for their parents,
enhancing more and more their involvement in the educational procedure and increasing also their
confidence to be better adapted to the society. Sometimes, as mentioned by most Italian
representatives, various technological tools are used in non-formal practices by CSOs, with the aim to
enhance the promotion and awareness of digital culture. The educational help firstly to NAMS and
consequently to their families does not end here, as several CSOs organise educational trips for refugee
minors. In addition, CSOs, many times also in coordination with schoolteachers, promote through their
services the integrated process of NAMS, guiding them in their orientation in the path of choosing
school and carrying out intercultural workshops or in other words “inclusive teaching workshops” for
the whole class within school hours, so as to bring local and foreign young people closer for knowing
each other, presence of linguistic-cultural mediators within the classrooms. Finally, a substantial kind
of extra-school and non-formal practice that was supported by a part of participants is the cultural
mediation, a service that had been also verified through the desk research that was performed during
the development of O2.1, where it was observed that in Italy many CSOs adopt the practice of designing
structured paths of "linguistic and cultural mediation" with NAMS, parents and schoolteachers (Luatti,
2012).
The Spanish case has also presented interesting examples by the related representatives from the
survey. A distinct instance comes from a specific testimony, that regards programmes that have a
supportive and reinforcing character, especially for the children with more learning difficulties. The
undoubtfully important role of non-formal teachers in the implementation of these programmes is that
they have a useful expertise that assesses their needs or weaknesses in their educational inclusion,
while they contact at the same time with their parents, through the essential contribution of
interpreters who CSOs appoint for that purpose. The teaching of Spanish language learning for NAMS
who are going to start in a new school, thus in a new social and educational environment, is another
core and effective practice that various CSOs have initiated, especially in the city of Gijón.
Moreover, another useful practice that has been considered effective and has been mentioned by a
part of Spanish participants is the counselling support for families, in which specific programmes are
offered to help students with their homework for free. Additionally, many Autonomous Communities
in Spanish territory implement a series of intercultural activities (with the help of ICT, crafts activities,
cooperative games, etc.) which involved mixed groups, that is to say both local and immigrant
youngsters, for boosting more actively the integration of the latter. Therefore, foreign minor students
can keep up with the school, while also being integrated and starting to create friendships with other
kids of same age. This can help them, to a great extent, with respect to their good psychological
situation and the cultivation of their sense of belonging to the native community.
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3.2.4. Preliminary actions for NAMS accommodation
Since this section has previously offered in a comprehensive way a basis regarding specific types of
facilitating practices in the crucial issue of NAMS’ school integration as well as about the agents that
mainly adopt these practices, at this point the analysis focuses on those actions which are implemented
upon the arrival of NAMS in the four host countries. As it is obviously depicted in Figure 6 and bearing
in mind that in this question the data collected and described regard all the examined countries on
average as first layer, most participants supported that the first action usually initiated by the host
countries is the language learning as a first key priority, recording a high percentage in the survey,
precisely 61.2%. Still, it is noticeable that, on the other hand, almost 40% of participants denied that
language learning is prioritized by school authorities, implying that, generally speaking, there is sharp
discordance between stakeholders on the matter or simply that this aspect is treated or offered on a
different basis when looked upon on a per country level rather than an aggregated one as illustrated in
Figure 6.
The same ratio of disagreement is observed also in the choice of a combined approach, which pertains
to the fact that migrant students, apart from the mainstream class in which they are enrolled, receive
also specialized courses for some lessons as further support. In order for this choice to be fully
crystallised in relation to its meaning and its mass appeal, it must be clarified that the issue of dealing
with the arrival and accommodation of NAMS in education (and consequently in society) seems to be
handled, as the figure also verifies, not only by conventional avenues of education, but also through
alternative methods of integration (e.g. ad-hoc specialized lessons). Likewise, in the case of language
learning, 61.2% of participants supported that this type of action is implemented upon NAMS’ arrival,
whereas around 40% replied negatively. As such, further research could shed light on this contradiction
and explain the reasons behind this division in answers.
It is interesting that this division, even stronger, between positive and negative answers between
participants applies also to the choice of placement at reception centers as a type of implemented
preliminary action. In this case, positive answers have marked the third highest score among all types
of actions, accounting for 59.4%. However, it can be observed that on the other hand, a quite high
number of participants supports that the placement at reception centers does not exist as preliminary
action, accounting for approximately 41%. In addition, those participants that confirmed the existence
of placement in reception centers, have claimed that this type of support is provided more from the
third sector, especially most times from non-formal education providers, and therefore rarely from
national authorities. Also, when there is not an adequate number of educational staff in a refugee
camp or reception center, as the number of arrived migrant students surpasses the number of teachers
for providing all the educational tools that NAMS are needed in order to be more prepared and wellequipped for their inclusion in school, at primary and in the future at the next educational levels, then
there is a huge problem as many NAMS may be forced to wait for a long time until they manage to
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enter in a class, even in the course of Greek language. The choice of placement in mainstream classes
follows the same pattern with the previous choices in terms of opinions’ disagreement. Participants
who argued that this type of action is implemented form actually the fourth highest position 58.6%
among all types of positive answers across types of action. In opposition to this positive stance, more
than 41% of stakeholders stated that NAMS are not placed in mainstream classes upon arrival.
Figure 6. Preliminary actions (on average)

On another note, it is clear that a high negative score (meaning that participants replied “No”) is also
recorded for NAMS’ placement in welcome/ preparatory classes, as type of action. More specifically, a
total of 80.2% of participants in all countries have stated that the NAMS’ placement in welcome/
preparatory classes is not provided so much as a priority upon their arrival. This is further justified by
additional information that a part of Greek participants have offered in this question, supporting that
to be integrated in the welcome classes, NAMS must collect all the necessary legal and administrative
papers and this process is time consuming, given the bureaucratic labyrinth which hinders their
facilitation of being more easily incorporated to the Greek education system. The bureaucratic
obstacles that seem to be liable for not integrating so quickly and effectively NAMS in welcomes classes
is a claim that has already been mentioned by some interviewees during the preparation and analysis
of O2.2. Based on these findings and taking into account such a big percentage as negative score for
this action by the Figure 6, it has been stated that among other, the Greek educational system is strict
and rigid, while preliminary practices that may favor the integration of NAMS and are applied in schools
are quite dispersed. As such, schools are not able to follow a common plan as a whole and any attempt
from their side is not sufficient.
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Within the same lines, some Cypriot respondents have further elaborated on the welcome classes,
highlighting that these classes especially in Cyprus, do not provide support to NAMS in all school
courses. Therefore, student minors are often included only in basic courses, having as a first guide the
Greek language learning. Regarding other creative courses (for example the gymnastics or the art class),
Cypriot respondents have stated that they are not involved in the preparatory classes and this is not
satisfying as these classes could function as a way of welcoming the new arrived students who are
experienced in a different cultural background.
Nevertheless, despite the high negative percentage of welcome/preparatory classes, a quite high
proportion has also been recorded according to which respondents did not agree with the fact that
NAMS are not placed in a welcome or mainstream class if they arrived during the school year,
amounting to 69%, as Figure 6 evidently pictures. Indeed, only 31% of participants confirmed that
NAMS are not accommodated in classes after the school has commenced. However, a supplementary
argument that has been given from the Greek participants during the survey is that if a NAM arrives in
the middle of school year, it is not taken for granted that he/she will have the opportunity to be
integrated immediately in a welcome class or in separately preparatory classes. This happens because
the school should have already adopted and incorporated this practice at first level, designed especially
for NAMS, but this does not happen in all regions that NAMS are accommodated. Unfortunately, this
service is not provided as an overall established action in all schools and even in the cases where is
provided, it pertains only to the provision of basic trainings in Greek language. In other words, despite
the possibility of a NAM to be placed in the class upon arrival, the bureaucratic and procedural
inefficiencies may seriously delay their effective integration.
To better understand the character and hopefully the effectiveness of these types of preliminary
actions, it is necessary to mention what happens in each national context, so as to have a crystal-clear
comparative picture. As it is illustrated in Figure 7, and according to those participants who have
supported the actions that are indeed implemented within their country, regarding the Greek case, the
service that has been reported as the most widespread, thus recording the highest score is the
placement in reception centers, amounting to 61.4%. At the same time, the positioning of NAMS in
welcome classes upon their arrival follows in the second position in the participants’ opinion,
accounting for 45%. However, some Greek respondents have emphasized that NAMS are not placed in
a school class in case they arrive during the school year, with their opinion recording almost 42%, as it
is clearly illustrated further down in Figure 7.
Regarding the placement of NAMS in reception centers, some Greek participants have additionally
stated that their placement in such centers and their educational support in this space have been
intensified since 2016. This intensification followed the Ministerial decision that was issued in August
2016, which was repealed in November 2016 by a Joint Ministerial decision n. 180647/ΓΔ4/2016,
establishing a programme of afternoon preparatory classes for all school-aged children aged 4 to 15.
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This programme is implemented in public schools which are placed near to neighboring camps or places
of residence, with the location and operationalization of the afternoon preparatory classes being
subject to the yearly issuance of a Joint Ministerial Decision. In addition, the children aged between 615 years, living in dispersed urban settings (such as UNHCR accommodation, squats, apartments,
hotels, and reception centers for asylum seekers and unaccompanied children), may go to schools near
their place of residence for being enrolled in the morning classes alongside Greek children, at schools
that will be identified by the Ministry. This is done with the aim of ensuring balanced distribution of
children across selected schools, as well as across preparatory classes for migrant and refugee children
where Greek is taught as a second language (GCR, 2019: 166-67).
Regarding the Cypriot reality, a big part of participants insisted in the opinion that NAMS, upon their
arrival, are usually placed in mainstream classes or they are likely to remain out of the education
system and they may lack access to preparatory support even for a school year, as they may also arrive
during the school period and not at its beginning. The former opinion has marked the highest
percentage in Cyprus, reaching 34.5% (for mainstream classes), while the latter opinion almost 36% (for
not placement during the year), respectively.
Figure 7. Preliminary actions per country

Figure 7 continues to illustrate interesting data for the remaining countries. In Italy, insightful
information is provided by the figure, given the percentages recorded by the participants’ point of view
in specific actions. More particularly, the welcome classes have recorded the highest rate (amounting
to 30%), as it is clearly illustrated, as the first preliminary action that is implemented upon the arrival
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of NAMS in the country. The next service that a part of participants placed in the second position,
accounting for 26.7%, is the process of language learning that NAMS receive since they arrive in the
Italian territory. Apart from the language learning provision, NAMS in Italy are widely positioned upon
their arrival in mainstream classes (24.1%), while according to a noteworthy percentage of respondents
(20%), these classes are combined with non-conventional modes of school education, such as
specialized courses that target NAMS, as Figure 7 obviously shows.
Moving on to the case of Spain, most participants supported that one of the first preliminary actions
that is adopted upon the arrival of NAMS is that their placement in school classes is provided through
a combined approach – amounting to 20% of participants’ opinion – that blends traditional with
specialized courses. The existence of ad-hoc specialized educational support is validated by the fact
that in Spain, non-formal educational providers promote the implementation of various training
programmes that target NAMS during the initial stages of educational integration, in coordination with
formal school authorities. This information, which has been reported through the stakeholders’
interviews in O2.2, confirms the fact that in this country, there is a practice of mixing alternative
educational avenues to NAMS with conventional educational classes. Finally, another significant
preliminary action, according to Figure 7, that displays a valuable score is NAMS’ placement in
mainstream classes, while the service of welcome classes follows as the third most estimated
preliminary action as implemented service according to the survey’s participants, reaching 19% and
15% respectively.

In sum, there seems that in each country, different approaches are adopted concerning the
seminal actions that are undertaken upon the arrival of NAMS. Obviously, not all countries
follow the same processes to that end, a reality that highlights the diverse existing structural
factors and every-day realities in each national context. For instance, in Greece, where
participants gave emphasis on placement in reception centers and provision of welcome
classes, it seems that both formal and non-formal education providers play a critical role. As
such, a combination of state-led, top-down with CSOs-driven, bottom-up initiatives is
observed. The role of these bottom-up initiatives is equally apparent both in Spain and in
Italy, where blending conventional formal educational avenues with extra-curriculum,
specialized courses offered by CSOs have been a recurrent theme through the participants’
answers. On the other hand, in Cyprus it may be inferred that CSOs role is either relatively less
apparent, or it is shadowed by stare-driven actions for NAMS accommodation. However, and
despite the different priorities existing in each country, the role of CSOs appears defining, as
well as how CSOs interplay with formal education providers.
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3.2.5. Factors that impede NAMS’ school performance and integration
After the statistical description of a series of initial actions that are usually implemented upon the
arrival of NAMS in each of the four host countries, the analysis moves forward to those critical factors
that are negatively influencing the pace and degree of NAMS integration into the educational
systems, as well as their school performance. As such, participants were given a list of predetermined
factors, and then they were asked to choose one of the following answers that correspond to a different
magnitude of each factor: (i) not at all/slightly (the factor is considered weak), (ii) somewhat (the factor
generates repercussions, but not so critically), and (iii) very/extremely (the factor is considered quite
strong, and therefore must be taken into consideration). Figure 8 summarises visually the scores that
each factor gained from the three levels, on average (covering all countries).
Figure 8. Impacting factors (on average)

It is evident that, at a first glance, almost all the factors asked to the participants have been labelled as
serious enough. However, some specific factors stand out. In particular, the personal past experiences
of migrants were reported as the most crucial factor, with 83% of participants indicating it as a quite
crucial factor that negatively affects NAMS integration and school performance. Under this context,
personal past experiences refer to a blend of traumatic events that the minor migrant had gone
through, such war trauma, loss of or separation with family, and physical/psychological abuses. This
result validates the finding from the literature research (as identified in O2.1), according to which the
psychological traumas experienced by NAMS (due to stressful past conditions in their countries of
origin) as significant barrier of successful integration.
The second most critical dimension is the educational background of the student – which pertains to
problematic elements such as the fact that the previous education of NAM had been disrupted or not
existed whatsoever, or that NAMS arrived in the host country after the age of compulsory education –
with around 80% of respondents stating that it impacts seriously their school performance. Moreover,
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the family background of NAMS, which is related to factors such as speaking the host-country
language at home, the level of parents’ school appreciation, or the degree of NAM’s parents’
integration in society have been reported to be quite severe factors. The same applies to the
socioeconomic background and difficult living conditions of NAMS, that refers to hardships
experienced by them in the host country. Typical examples of hardships may include financial
difficulties, precarious housing, or accommodation in remote areas. From the total number of
participants, the two previous factors (family and socioeconomic background) were presented as very
impacting by 72% and 73% of respondents, respectively.
The socio-emotional wellbeing (regarding social and emotional competences that can facilitate their
adaptation in a new school environment) is another factor that must be taken into account, since
almost 70% of participants stated that when the wellbeing of NAMS is low, then the school
performance will be subsequently impacted. Similarly, the current sociopolitical context can be
categorised as noteworthy factor, with 60% of participants claiming that it can negatively impact NAMS
integration to a great extent. By sociopolitical context, a series of hostile external behaviours by the
native residents are implied, such as populist and xenophobic discourse, violent extremism, and
bullying. On the other hand, some factors were considered comparatively less impacting with almost
50% of participants indicating the cultural background of NAMS (like gender or ethnic and religious
identity), as negatively influencing their school performance and integration efficiency. The same
applies to the current education experiences of NAMS – such as less resilient and responsive education
systems to their needs, the role of NAMS’ parents and the wider school environment, or the fact that
native parents from local community oppose the entry of NAMS in schools – with considerable low
levels of participants (only 13%) claiming that this factor is serious.
In general, on average it is worth mentioning that psychosocial and socioeconomic aspects (family
background, personal experience, emotional wellbeing, political conditions) were prioritized in
participants’ answers over purely cultural elements (such as the cultural background of NAMS). This
has important implications, since it can shift the debate from a popular discourse that emphasizes
cultural incompatibilities to factors related to living quality and socioeconomic wellbeing, regarding
which elements truly impede the inclusion of NAMS (who come from non-Western European
countries) in the educational systems.
The next step of the analysis sheds light to those factors considered to be the most decisive ones per
country as illustrated in Figure 9. In Greece, the most important factors are claimed to be the current
education experiences, gathering most answers with 47.4%, while the cultural background and the
education background follow (with 46.2% and 42.3% respectively) as impacting factors that seem to
influence negatively to a great extent the school performance and integration of NAMS in education.
Regarding Cypriot participants’ perspective, the most influential factor from the respondents is the
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current sociopolitical context, accounting for 30%. Furthermore, another crucial factor that Cypriot
participants have prioritized is the student’s family background (more than 27%).
It seems that in both Greece and Cyprus, economic factors received relatively less attention from
participants. Furthermore, some additional negative factors that were mentioned by Greek and Cypriot
respondents, as open-ended answer are the following: (i) the personal traits of each NAM; (ii) a hostile
attitude from native peer students towards NAMS that eventually cultivates segregation and make
migrants more introvert; and (iii) lack of communication channels between NAMS and the local
community.
Figure 9. Most important impacting factors per country

On the other hand, Italian participants adopted a different stance. The most important factors that are
considered to influence negatively NAMS’ school performance and integration are the past
experiences of NAMS (with almost 20%), the student’s socio-emotional wellbeing (almost 18%), and
the socioeconomic background/ current living conditions, accounting for about 17%. It can therefore
be inferred that in the Italian case, socioeconomic and psychological dimensions are considered
strongly impacting factors compared to cultural ones.
Finally, as depicted in Figure 9, Spanish respondents reported that factors related to the overall
background of NAMS (educational, cultural, socioeconomic, etc.) are the most essential in impacting
negatively NAMS’ performance and educational inclusion in school. In particular, the categories of
student’s socio-emotional wellbeing (gathering around 18%), the family background (more than 17%),
the educational background (almost 17%), and finally the past personal experiences (16%) are labelled
as the most decisive dimensions than can negatively affect NAMS’ school performance. However,
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Spanish participants also added as a supplementary answer that the level of seriousness of each factor
varies according to each Autonomous Community. It is interesting to notice that, contrariwise to the
findings of literature research from O2.1, which gave emphasis to some hidden racist behavioral
tendencies, which are transmitted from native parents to their children, and cause the rejection of
immigrant classmates, Spanish participants in this survey did not pay so much attention on the
sociopolitical context, which is related to xenophobic or extremist trends. Consequently, more research
may be needed for discovering which factors are truly essential in the Spanish case.
Section 1 in brief…
Some of the most important practices in facilitating NAMS’ school integration on average are the
intense language trainings to NAMS and their families, the provision of psychosocial support, the
organisation of welcome classes as well as intercultural mediation and individualised support provided
to refugee minors and their parents for their reinforcement. Non-formal educational providers usually
focus on the provision of mother tongue learning, interpretation services, extracurricular lessons, and
psychosocial support, as one of the key agents of providing basic educational practices. On the other
hand, formal educational providers, again on average, undertake mostly activities such as welcome
classes and provision of language training courses. The dominant preliminary actions taken during the
NAMS arrival in a host country are reported to be: (i) provision of language learning, (ii) the combined
approach whereby NAMS are receiving specialized courses for some lessons in parallel with
mainstream classes, (iii) the placement at reception centers, and (iv) the provision of mainstream
classes. Finally, at the aggregate level from the four countries, participants stressed the family,
educational and socioeconomic background, as well as personal past experiences already encountered
by NAMS as the most determinant factors that impact negatively the NAMS school performance in
the challenging process of their integration.

3.3. Section 2: Current needs of stakeholders in NAMS educational
integration
3.3.1. Current training needs of formal and non-formal education providers
One of the most intriguing parts of the survey has to do with the preferences of participants (both
formal and non-formal education providers) regarding their current training needs in the process of
promoting more inclusive educational practices for NAMS in school. This section starts with the opinion
and preferences of formal education providers and as observed in Figure 10, those training needs that
have recorded the highest rate on average are that of introducing methods that can design
individualised study courses and also, of recognising students’ socioemotional needs, both accounting
for 77.4%. Moreover, the need for formal education providers in appropriate adapted learning and
teaching materials with accessible content (e.g. visual learning resources, games) comes next, as a big
part of participants in all four examined countries has considered it as necessary at present, with a
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percentage of almost 76%. Other particular current necessities that have drawn the interest of a
relatively high quantity of formal stakeholders in education are the process of combating NAMS school
segregation and bullying (73.6%) as well as the need in being trained on how and which tools they
could utilize so as to effectively interact with parents of NAMS encouraging thus parental involvement,
amounting to approximately 70%. In line with this question, an aspect worth mentioning is related to
the percentage of participants (approx. 19%) who have indicated that the process of assessing
students’ prior learning is not thought to be a current training need for formal education providers.
This result indicates further that the assessment of NAMS prior learning is not something that is clearly
looked upon or even considered when NAMS are trying to be integrated into education.
Figure 10.Current needs of formal education providers

Since general tendencies have already been presented about the current training needs for all four
countries, it would be useful to proceed with the opinions of participants about the training needs that
are considered as current necessities in formal education sector, this time on each national context.
To begin with, as illustrated with clarity in Figure 11, it is observed that in each country, the participants
focused on a variety of needs in their answers providing in a sense a somehow equal representation on
all of them. However, we will try here to elicit those for which greater need has been expressed by the
participants in each of the countries that ENACTED is looking into.
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Figure 11. Current needs of formal education providers per participating country

Regarding the Greek case, the first current training need, which can facilitate formal education
providers for adopting more inclusive educational processes for NAMS integration and records the
highest rate in the opinions of participants, regards the option of appropriate learning and teaching
materials, noticing about 38%. Moreover, some Greek participants focused also on the choice of peerto-peer learning opportunities reaching a ratio of around 36% and also on involving community
members into the learning process (almost 37%), a training need which in aggregate terms (that is
when looking into the total average percentage from all four countries) has in comparative terms the
lowest proportion in participants’ preference (57%, as depicted in Figure 10). As such, Greece
constitutes an interesting deviation for the general trend, and this may imply that there are domestic
specificities that should be further investigated to better understand the reasons for that: for instance,
it could mean that there is an embedded communitarian approach in this country, which indirectly
suggests that community involvement and peer actions are essential aspects. In addition, the
recognition of socioemotional needs and the interaction with parents are practices that are
considered as additional current training needs, recording 34.1% and 32.4% of participants’ opinions,
respectively. A segment of Greek participants, apart from specific options of this question in which they
were asked to answer, have offered some supplementary needs that are considered necessary for the
formal education providers. Indicatively, the parental education in issues related to human rights or
the carrying out of cross-cultural seminars related to the refugee movements, the organisation of
activities for the total of educational community as well as the insufficient knowledge of some
educators in the issue of migrants’ inclusion, are current weaknesses that must be recognized as current
needs and in which formal educators could be trained in order to be able to facilitate more easily NAMS’
integration.
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Concerning the statistical trends in the case of Cyprus, the need in methods that design individualised
study courses has been selected as the first current training need by the participants in the survey,
amounting to 29.3% and it records the biggest percentage as option comparing to the percentages of
other countries. An additional training need that is related to the process of combating NAMS school
segregation and bullying follows as the option with the second highest proportion according to some
Cypriot participants, with a total of 25.6%. Also, any appropriate learning and teaching materials as
well as the recognition of socioemotional needs and the interactive communication with parents have
also captured the attention of Cypriot participants as valuable scores, accounting for 25%, 24.4 % and
24.3%, respectively.
The Italian participants have paid exclusive attention to the need of assessing refugee students’ prior
learning as current training option, with a valuable percentage of 27.3%. However, it is recalled that in
the aggregate level, as shown in Figure 10, prior learning as current training option ranked relatively
lower. This observation, apart from suggesting that the Italian case deviates from the rest of the
countries, implies that breaking down results per country is essential to better understand each
national reality and avoid one-size-fits-all policies. On another note, the needs related to the methods
that design individualised study courses and to the recognition of socioemotional needs recorded the
same percentage, both reaching 22% of participants’ opinions. Moreover, another valuable proportion
regards the need that has to do with the practice of combating NAMS’ school segregation and bullying,
which has marked approximately 21%.
Finally, concerning the case of Spain, the highest percentage in current training needs, as Figure 11
depicts, was noticed in the option about the practical tools supporting multilingual classrooms,
reaching 28.2%. Furthermore, the interaction with parents as well as the training need in peer-to-peer
learning opportunities attracted a relatively high part of Spanish participants in their answers,
accounting for 27% and 25% respectively. Another choice that is worth mentioning is related to the
involvement of community members into the learning process, as 23.3% of participants have
considered it as current training need for the educators in the formal section.
Moving forward to the training needs of non-formal education providers, survey results, as depicted
in Figure 12, have shown that the need related to the process of combating NAMS’ school segregation
and bullying has recorded the highest percentage in the participants’ answers as an existing, current
training need of non-formal educators, reaching around 95%. The second most cited training need that
many participants have chosen (88%) is the recognition of the socio-emotional needs of NAMS. Finally,
other types of needs in which participants responded positively, are first methods on meeting
individual students’ needs and designing individualised study courses (85%) and second the practice
to interact with parents and in general encourage parental involvement, with around 86%. What is
really interesting to underline from the figure is that almost all categories that were provided to
participants were appraised as really critical (with extremely small deviations). This observation
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highlights in turn two things. First, there is strong unanimity among respondents’ opinions, which imply
that it can be quite safely concluded that all these categories of needs are indeed a real problem.
Therefore, the high confirmatory rates from all participants showcase the necessity for policy makers
to address these needs, if a more effective integration of NAMS is to be achieved in the long term.
Figure 12. Current needs of non-formal education providers

Of course, not all countries follow the same general patterns described above. Figure 13 presents these
fluctuations per country. For instance, in Spain, the majority of participants indicated two types of
needs as most cited: (i) the need to promote peer-to-peer learning opportunities (6.3%), and (ii) the
need to involve local community’s members into the learning process (again, 6.3%). Trends in Italy
differ, on the other hand with the two most frequently selected types of needs being that of assessing
student’s prior learning (more than 26%) coinciding with what was expressed by formal-education
providers as shown in Figure 11 and second the need for efficient methods meeting the needs of
individual students and designing individual-tailored study courses (25%). In Cyprus, in general no
great variations are observed concerning which type of need collected the most positive answers. The
types of needs that marginally stand out are the need to develop practical tools to assist multilingual
classrooms, accounting for almost 24%; the need to introduce methods on creating individualised
study courses; and the need for appropriate learning and teaching materials, both reaching more than
22%. Finally, Greek participants clearly indicated specific types of needs. Almost 57% stated that
involving community members into the learning process is an actual need, whereas high positive
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scores gathered also the need to interact with parents and encourage parental involvement and the
need to address NAMS school segregation: around 55% both.
In other words, not all countries seem to prioritize the same type of needs, and this is something to be
taken into account in the future policy design as well as in the categorization and classification of
practices in DIPIE.
Figure 13. Current needs of non-formal education providers per country

3.3.2. Most important needs of formal and non-formal education providers on NAMS
integration
In this section, after the statistical description and analysis of current training needs of the two
stakeholder groups (formal and non-formal education providers) regarding NAMS educational
integration, the analysis proceeds with the portrayal of those needed aspects that participants have
considered as the most significant ones for the provision of inclusive education practices for NAMS,
including both the formal education section (school teachers) and the non-formal one (educators or
representatives from CSOs).
To begin with, according to Figure 14 and 15, it seems clearly that all different options provided to
participants have a somehow equal representation in their preferences without any obvious proportion
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where greater emphasis was put on. However, we could easily draw some basic conclusions mentioning
those options that have scored higher among the preferences of participants. More specifically, those
which are considered as the most important ones for formal educators and have aggregated the
highest percentage of the participants’ accordant stance regard the provision of intercultural
educational materials, the issue of increased school infrastructure (which relates to further
classrooms, equipment, etc.), the continuous language support (aside from the preparatory classes)
and the provision of specific support to unaccompanied minors, all reaching 94%.
Figure 14. Most important needs for inclusive education practices (Formal education providers)

Other noteworthy points concern the introduction of innovative pedagogical methods that can
support diverse classrooms (such as courses about citizenship education, project-based learning,
service learning etc.) which accounts for 92%, as obviously illustrated in Figure 14, as well as the
employment of school psychologists, amounting to 88%, according to Figure 15. At the same time, a
high positive number of respondents (around 70%) – as Figure 14 illustrates – have indicated that the
development of an online learning platform for sharing of inclusive resources for easily facilitating
NAMS integration is considered as the most important need for a formal education provider to provide
inclusive education practices. This finding is in line with the overall approach of ENACTED, which
strives for the development and establishment of such a platform as pivotal answer to the current
needs for inclusive education to NAMS.
A noteworthy finding in which an incertitude was observed in the opinion of some participants regard
the employment of teachers with a migrant background, reaching 28% in the uncertainty of
participants, as Figure 14 clearly pictures, in a question were the majority of respondents have indicated
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all the options as important for the educational integration of NAMS. Given that this one has attracted
a somehow ambiguous attention from the respondents, a special focus shall be put onto it in the next
phases of the project.
Generally speaking, no major ambiguities were observed, since most participants presented firm
positions regarding whether the provided categories of needs in the survey should be considered
as important or not.
Figure 15. Most important needs for inclusive education practices (Formal education providers)

Some supplementary needs have also been highlighted by a number of Greek and Cypriot participants.
More specifically, they mentioned that the carrying out of recreational activities (through games, sports
activities, etc.), the organisation of educational visits of schoolteachers in the space of NAMS and
actions of essential connection and communication between formal educators and NAMS’ parents, for
creating and transferring to these people (refuge family and their children who as students are NAMS)
a sense of belonging and safety, are thought to be substantial aspects worth considering in the formal
education sector for the establishment of more effective and long-term educational practices for
NAMS’ school integration. Finally, Greek participants have also mentioned the lack of experts or
psychologists, as well the inadequate prior training of the overall educational personnel, as additional
important systemic gaps that should be taken into account.
In line with what has already been presented in this section, the analysis is going to continue with the
description of collected information that pertain to the description of the most important needs of nonformal education providers. As it is obviously displayed in Figure 16, the most noticeable needs are the
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provision of specific support to unaccompanied minors, recording almost 93%, while the practice of
offering intercultural educational materials as well as the provision of special training to non-formal
education providers, so as to respond to the socioemotional needs of NAMS, also stand out in the
participants’ opinions, both reaching approximately 91%.
Figure 16. Most important needs for inclusive education practices (Non-formal education providers)

The increased infrastructure (classrooms, equipment etc.) is another necessity that a big part of
participants has considered as one of the most important ones, with about 88% as well as the
continuous language support on host-country language with 83%. On another note, the involvement
of mentors from the same ethnic background supporting the integration of migrant children and their
families is claimed by participants as a relatively less important option receiving only 64%. This
proportion renders it among one of the findings that should be included in the process of providing
more integrated practices for NAMS, given that the creation of an effective policy agenda should
clearly prioritize this need.
Finally, it should also be stressed that except for all the previous noteworthy percentages in some of
the given needs, which indicate the clear stance of some participants, it is observed that a specific
aspect, which is related to the development of an online learning platform for sharing inclusive
resources for facilitating more easily NAMS integration, has aggregated mixed opinions, as almost 29%
of participants supported neither their agreement nor their disagreement about the fact of whether
this need can be really considered as one of the most decisive ones for the non-formal education sector.
This observed ambiguity can be justified by the fact that in practice some CSOs usually resort to
adopting more short-term approaches and initiatives due to the lack of funding opportunities and of
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other resources (in terms of human capital or expertise that could manage such a technologically
educational tool, like a platform), a policy that cannot make them understand the long-term benefits
of an online learning platform. The funding insecurity that many CSOs have encountered as well as the
inability to plan ahead are two hurdles that impede them to operate more systematically, as the funding
shortages lead to lack of consistency in terms of status and adopted practices, a crucial point that has
already been stressed in the analysis of O2.2 in the previous report. This is exactly what ENACTED aims
to surpass, through its innovative proposal to launch and “build” a communicative and educational tool,
like the “Inclusive Education Acceleration Online Platform”, which will pave the way for more favorable
synergies between CSOs and schools working on the benefit of NAMS. In addition, the creation of such
a platform will facilitate the diffusion of sustainable educational practices developed by CSOs, into the
form of a Depository of Innovative Practices for Inclusive Education (DIPIE), establishing a useful basis
for more research and motivation towards more policy actions in the issue of NAMS integration.
A general concluding point is that respondents have shown a balanced preference in all the
given options they were asked to answer as the most important ones for the provision of more
inclusive educational practices. Nonetheless, aside from some general trends observed
through the survey’s results, more focus should be given on certain areas that are considered
most critical per country level. This could really help to put into effect in a more productive
way some of the main objectives and further steps designed by the ENACTED programme,
such as the promising education practices that must be adopted and further enhanced along
with the support of policy measures, considering separately the practices that each country
needs most to adopt in a stable level within the field of education.
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Section 2 in brief…
In this section we have highlighted the most significant needs identified, by formal and non-formal
education providers, about the process of providing more inclusive educational practices for better
integration of NAMS. The key elements pinpointed throughout this section regarding the current
training needs involve around the following: the introduction of methods that can design
individualised study courses has been recognized as a necessary tool for both categories by the
participants. In addition, there are some distinct kinds of needs, proving by their high percentage their
particular significance for each category of educational stakeholders. Indicatively, the adoption of
appropriate adapted learning and teaching materials for formal educators has drawn the interest of
a big part of participants, implying its urgency to be implemented as an educational practice in
schools. On the other hand, for the non-formal educators, the management of the school segregation
and bullying as well as the recognition of the socio-emotional needs of NAMS are aspects that need
to be addressed with some effective policy measures for these educators, who do not always have the
necessary and available resources to fulfill their needs for supporting more fruitfully NAMS integration.
Concerning the most important aspects for the facilitation of more integrated practices, it has been
evident that the areas related to innovative pedagogical methods, intercultural educational
materials, specific training for non-formal education providers that will help them to respond more
effectively to socioemotional needs of NAMS, the employment of schools psychologists, the
continuous language support and the need to focus on increased school infrastructure with more
classrooms and necessary equipment for all educators) have been rendered as the most dominant in
the answers of participants. This verifies how much careful consideration must be given from the policy
makers in all of these aspects, without meaning that these aspects must be simply assessed in a
theoretical level. On the contrary, after their detailed reflection, it is imperative that they be
implemented in practice. This necessity will be again recalled in the next section, where the challenges
in the creation of synergies among formal and non-formal education providers will show clearly that
they entail many of the aforementioned needs in their core, indicating the urgency for their resolution.

3.4. Section 3: NAMS integration in education – creation of synergies
between formal and non-formal education providers
3.4.1. Establishment of synergies between formal and non-formal education
providers
Until now, the issue of NAMS integration in school education does not seem to be characterized as an
easily manageable matter. That is why the analysis is going to proceed with some of the most pivotal
elements for the successful handling of this intricate issue, such as the creation of synergies between
formal and non-formal education providers, the most challenging gaps identified towards that end for
achieving the social (and educational) inclusion of these refugee students and also, the areas about
which such synergies are more than essential, taking into account the viewpoints of respondents in all
four examined countries.
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At this point, it is necessary to start the analysis with the description of the level of participants’
awareness of any current, established synergies which can pave the way more efficiently for NAMS
integration in education. Looking closely into the results, it seems that there is a balance between those
who are aware and those who are not, with half of them, as Figure 17 clearly depicts, not being
informed about some already established synergies in their country, reaching approximately 51% on
average.
Figure 17. Level of awareness about established synergies for NAMS integration

On the other hand, there are those participants who have confirmed through their answers that they
are aware of some already developed synergies between formal and non-formal education providers,
either on formal or on an ad hoc basis. The percentage of this part of respondents accounts for almost
49%, according to Figure 17.
Since the analysis about the level of awareness includes all national contexts and the description is
focused on average level, as also displayed in the previous figure, it cannot be certified so evidently
which reasons are hidden behind the small ascendance of participants who are not aware of established
synergies and generally which factors are responsible for their ignorance. The only element that may
justify this dominance is that in almost all examined countries, the creation of a synergy between formal
and non-formal education sector does not have a so recognized or widespread character, something
that has already been mentioned by the interviewees of questionnaire for the analysis of O2.2.
Indicatively, it has been supported that even if some synergies exist, their general framework as well
as the criteria upon which they were formed as well as their expected results are not always known or
directly diffused to the society.
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Several respondents though, have mentioned through this survey some already existing synergies
facilitating NAMS integration in school education. As such, a series of formal or informal popular
synergies that have already been or are currently being implemented within each of the four national
territories is presented herewith.
Regarding the Italian participants, it has been supported that several schools have developed a form of
cooperation with CSOs, oriented to that end, providing courses of linguistic support and cultural
mediation services, to improve the relationship between the school community and the NAMS’ family.
Another noteworthy operation within most of these synergies, even if some may have an informal
identity, is that they focus on teacher training services, usually carried out in extra-school hours, aiming
at urging formal education providers to be in readiness for such a crucial issue, always in accordance
with the needs that schoolteachers prioritize each time in the training process. Moreover, some
participants have also given a specific example of a synergy between formal and non-formal education
sector for NAMS’ integration, which has to do with a project called “The Ragazzi Harraga”, an initiative
that incorporates social inclusion processes for unaccompanied minors in the city of Palermo, in Sicily.
In this very interesting experiment, whose one of the main objectives is to give unaccompanied minors
the opportunity to strengthen and develop soft and relational skills – a substantial tool they need for
being integrated more effectively in society and in school, which is other than a “small depiction of
society” – both local actors (such as the municipality of Palermo) that communicate with schools and
various CSOS cooperate with each other in order to generate fruitful outcomes, based on all goals they
have posed in which social inclusion is connected to school environment.
The previous example by a part of Italian participants verifies the arguments of other Italian
respondents, who supported that through European projects, various synergies are developed on ad
hoc basis by schools and civil society associations, confirming at the same time that the activities carried
out by these synergies are highly effective in terms of inclusion of NAMS in the classroom and of
enhancement of their cultural particularities. Nevertheless, such initiatives are considered more
scattered, thus they do not often have a structured basis in their creation. Moving to the case of Spain,
some participants have claimed that most synergies between formal and non-formal education
providers focus primarily, like the Italian case, on offering language support or legal counselling to
NAMS. Of courses, these services implement on a framework of a mutual agreement between the
participating actors. Some of the most emblematic examples that have been mentioned is a
cooperation between some high schools and Red Cross or synergies between the association “Mar de
Niebla” with schools (like the public school “Cervantes”), who help students in the process of their
integration, via language course, extracurricular classes as well as services related to their social and
cultural inclusion in education.
Regarding the Greek participants, there also many notable instances of synergies that are already
established in these countries. More specifically, some of the most essential services provided to NAMS
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through cooperative actions between formal and non-formal education providers are the provision of
intercultural mediation in public schools, the further support to refugees for some courses after school
hours (such as the training classes operated by specific non-formal education actors as a form of after
school educational support in the Intercultural High School in Thessaloniki); and the welcome classes
that include also learning training programmes to NAMS for being taught in the language of the host
country. Regarding the latter, it is an initiative that may be adopted many times from CSOs, while it is
enhanced more through a synergy between CSOs’ non-formal education providers and formal
education actors. Some participants have also referred to current communication channels between
some headteachers and some CSOs in issues related to registration process of refugee students to the
school, in combination with the practice of informing their parents about their integration or their
performance. Additional dimensions of established synergies are also observed, according to the
opinions of participants, in the organisation of common workshops or seminars both for the formal
and non-formal educators, to promote the exchange of knowledge about necessary educational tools
for NAMS better integration.
Other examples of synergies have also been highlighted by a part of Greek respondents who have
brought up the initiative of “RefugEduCare”, which was created in 2018 by a coalition of formal (active
schoolteachers) and non-formal (retired schoolteachers) educational providers, whose main purpose
is to support the integration of unaccompanied NAMS. Apart from that, they have also underlined that
UNICEF provides specialization programmes to formal educational providers, as well as assistance to
their educational efforts as a form of synergy between an international NGO and local schoolteachers.
As far as participants from Cyprus are concerned, they provided specific instances of effective synergies
that they are aware of. A first illustrative example is the “Hope for Children CRC Policy Center Caritas”
which offers non-formal educational to NAMS, as well as other advocacy services (UNCRCPC, 2019).
Furthermore, participants confirmed that, generally speaking, several local initiatives exist across the
island, which aim at providing to NAMS educational avenues for integration, as well as guidance
through an effective transition to the new reality that migrants face in the host country.
Apart from looking into the level of participants’ awareness on any existing synergies in all countries
(Greece, Cyprus, Italy and Spain), it is essential to delve into those areas which are considered,
according to the collected answers, as the most necessary for the establishment of synergies. As Figure
18 clearly illustrates, the area that has been supported to be as the most crucial for the establishment
of a synergy is the parental involvement and engagement in education, recording the highest
percentage, about 77%. Next, the language support and the professional development of both formal
and non-formal education providers are two other primary domains in which the development of a
common cooperation between formal and non-formal education actors is considered at present more
than essential, accounting for almost 75 and 71 % respectively. Furthermore, the service of
intercultural mediation, the field of combating student’s school segregation and bullying incidents as
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well as the service of psychosocial support have also recorded high proportions in the survey (with
around 70%, 66% and 65% respectively). It is evident that for all the previous areas, a well-structured
synergy between both education providers (formal and non-formal) is proven very useful for their
better management in the process of NAMS integration.
Figure 18. Most necessary areas for the creation of synergies (on average)

Apart from some specific services or practices for which the establishment of a synergy is thought to
be fully necessary, some participants have mentioned some additional areas for the successful handling
of which they consider the creation of a synergy a pivotal factor. In particular, it has been additionally
supported that the participation of native parents in training courses related to racism issues, to the
cultivation of respect towards all types of difference (ethnic, linguistic, cultural, religious, etc.) or to the
meaning of coexistence in a multicultural environment of a democratic society could be facilitated in
terms of positive outcomes through a synergy between a formal (school teachers) and a non-formal
(CSO representatives, mediators or psychologists) education actor. Another critical area which an
established synergy could enhance more is the process of training refugee parents more systematically
in issues that concern the upbringing of their children, in which their school integration is also included.
Moreover, the edification of interpreters in school issues or about the framework of the school system
is another aspect that is mentioned by some Greek participants, for which the creation of synergies is
necessary for achieving the integration of NAMS in education more effectively and with a long-term
perspective.
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In sum, it seems that concerning the level of awareness, there are no sharp deviations among
participants. Even though those who claimed that they are not aware of any established and
widely known synergies between formal and non-formal educational providers slightly exceed
those who stated that they know such initiatives, the latter offered nevertheless plenty examples
of synergies. Moreover, as expressed by the respondents, there is a plethora of areas within the
school environment that need the benefits these synergies can yield: from increased parental
engagement and training to and psychological and language support, and from elimination of
segregation tendencies to intercultural mediation practices. Apart from this aspect, synergies per
se face challenges that threaten their own existence, which are analysed below.

3.4.2. Most important challenges in synergies’ creation
Since the analysis has already delved into the level of participants’ awareness about the establishment
of synergies and into the most crucial fields in which such synergies have been considered more than
necessary, this subsection is going to proceed with the description of the most important challenges
for the creation of synergies, according to respondents’ point of view.
According to Figure 19, the two most challenging factors that seem to have direct influence in the
creation of synergies, on average level, is the lack of funding and the lack of school vision and allencompassing strategy, both recording a very high percentage in the answers of participants, about
62%. The uneven capacity and competence of school staff to integrate non-formal learning effectively
into formal activities and courses follows as the third most important challenge, with almost 55%.
Moreover, another decisive factor that is rendered as a significant challenge for the creation of a
synergy between the formal and non-formal education sector is the ignorance of schools regarding
which association from third sector they should contact for a synergy or regarding the way through
which such a synergy can be established effectively between them. This factor accounts for around
51%, while it would be useful to notice that there is also another challenge that comes next and seems
to be critical for the development of a sustainable synergy. This challenge regards the unwillingness of
school staff or CSOs to collaborate between them, recording approximately 41% of participants’
answers.
As it is observed from the recorded scores of the aforementioned challenges about the formation of
synergies for NAMS better integration in schools, the participants paid exclusive attention to economic
reasons (lack of funding) and to communicative reasons, related to lack of exchange of knowledge or
shortage in terms of good intention among formal or non-formal education providers to coordinate
with each other and to develop effective common initiatives for the educational benefit of NAMS.
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Figure 19. Most important challenges for the creation of synergies

Apart from the data presented previously on average level, giving a first depiction for the gaps that
seem to hinder the creation of synergies, it is necessary to focus on which challenges the participants
have identified as the most important for the examined issue, this time on a country level. First,
regarding the Greek case, the unequal capacity and competence of school staff to incorporate nonformal learning effectively into formal activities and courses is the challenge with the highest
percentage in the opinions of surveys’ respondents, accounting for 62%, as Figure 20 clearly displays.
Also, the unwillingness of school staff or CSOs to collaborate between them is the second challenge
that Greek respondents considered as very important for the creation of a synergy, amounting to 60%.
It is not accident that the two previous challenges are predominant in the respondents’ point of view,
as some specific reasons can verify why these factors may impede the development of a favorable
synergy. This confirmation comes from some insightful observations identified by the interviewees who
participated in the questionnaire of O2.2. As it has already been underlined in the report of O2.2,
although the existence of some instances of informal good collaborations between schools and CSOs,
these synergies are not well-structured, as there is not also a traditional mentality for such a common
practice in Greece. Moreover, a part of policy makers in that questionnaire had claimed that many
times teachers on the one hand and CSOs on the other are both skeptical and most of them consider
unworthy the creation of such synergies due to various stereotypes for the profile and intention of both
actors in the issue of NAMS school integration and as a result their relationship and communication
leads to be often very competitive and difficult.
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Moving back, the next high percentages in the identified challenges of synergies’ creation, concerning
the Greek case, continue to be observed in the field of school educational system. More specifically,
the ignorance of schools to contact with CSOs or to find how they can establish such partnerships is
the third most important challenge, as Figure 20 verifies, recording a high proportion of participants,
precisely 52%. Finally, the lack of school vision and all-encompassing strategy is another noteworthy
challenge, accounting for 47%. The last reasons can be attributed to specific factors that have been also
displayed in O2.2. As stressed again in the previous report, current obstacle, such as the inflexibility of
the Greek education system or the intolerant stance of some school teachers or head teachers to be
more innovative for collaborating with representatives of third sector, in combination to the lack of
their understanding for the supplementary but equally important role of non-formal education actors
in the area of integration practices in education, can really hamper the progress or the perspective of
a promising synergy between the two actors. The reality has shown that it also depends on the
willingness of each teacher and not necessarily on the whole school as entity if a synergy can be
rendered sustainable and fruitful for helping NAMS to be integrated in the school education. This is a
crucial point that must be taken into consideration seriously by policy makers and the national
authorities for ratifying and establishing a more open and comprehensive framework, including all the
important factors that contribute diligently to the integration of NAMS.
At the same time, the triangulation of results reveals some contradiction for the Greek case. For
instance, it is noteworthy that within the total number of Greek interviewees, lack of funding was not
deemed to be among the most important challenges. This finding contradicts the finding from the indepth interviews from O2.2, during which a noticeable part of interviewees emphasized the lack of
resources (e.g. funding) as quite important element that hinders the formation of synergies. Moreover,
the interviewees from O2.2 stressed that the problematic level of bureaucratic Greek system poses
obstacles to creation of synergies, whereas the participants in this survey paid relatively less attention
to those types of regulatory constraints. Therefore, more future research on these aspects could
properly address the level of seriousness (both perceived and real) of these categories of challenges in
Greece.
Following the other national contexts and realities, in the case of Cyprus, most participants answered
that the ignorance of schools to communicate with CSOs or how to establish such partnerships is the
challenge which has collected the biggest percentage of this country’s participants, reaching 30%,
according to Figure 20. The lack of school vision and all-encompassing strategy as well as the regulatory
constraints in educational laws and policies are other two challenges that several participants have
considered as crucial in the creation of synergies, both recording 26%.
All the previous challenges have also been mentioned as decisive factors on O2.1 and O2.2, as,
according to extensive desk research and testimonies from CSOs representatives, it has been
emphasized that there is not always organised awareness of formal education providers
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(schoolteachers) by the side of Ministry for the meaning and importance of synergies or for creating
good communication channels with non-formal educators in a formal way. Therefore, schools lack
knowledge and training opportunities in the issues related to integration and refugees, and this is what
can be exactly offered by CSOs for their benefit, as they can help and encourage them (teachers) to
manage the integration of NAMS more smoothly and more effectively in a classroom.
Figure 20. Most important challenges in the creation of synergies per country

Moreover, it has been also observed in the report of O2.1 that despite the initial formation of a specific
Action Plan developed by the Republic of Cyprus to promote the integration and inclusion of individuals
of migrants on the island, the problem is that this plan has not been updated recently, thus creating
further challenges in this matter and the collaboration of actors that focus on this issue, as it seems
that in practice there is no mandatory and comprehensive integration programme in place that can be
used in consistency both from formal and from a non-formal education provider. Aside from some
institutional weaknesses in the Cypriot educational system, some participants of this survey have
claimed additionally that there is also another challenge that may impede the creation of synergies.
This challenge regards the fact that a part of teachers in some schools usually tend to have a very rigid
mindset and in general they are not willing to collaborate directly with educators from CSOs. Also, some
racist attitudes have been denoted, as many headteachers have decided in parallel to the approval of
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some native parents to keep the refugee students out of education system, thus isolating them from
all the educational opportunities and rights they are entitled to have in their integration process.
Irrespective of the Ministry’s approval for the implementation of such collaborations, the general
stance of a school as well as the conscious motivation of teachers to collaborate with CSOs and share
useful educational tools and services play an essential role for accommodating effectively NAMS’ needs
in the field of education and in an unsafe world, implying at the same time the necessity for these
aspects to be deliberated more seriously from national authorities.
Regarding the data collected for the Italian case, the two most important challenges that can really
have influence over the establishment of synergies are the uneven capacity and competence of school
staff to integrate non-formal learning effectively into formal activities and courses and secondly the
regulatory constraints in education law and policies, both reaching 21% in the participants’ answers,
as Figure 20 clearly pictures. Another challenge on which a part of Italian respondents has paid
attention is the lack of knowledge by the side of schools about which associations they could contact
for a synergy or how they can form such a collaboration with CSOs, accounting for 16%. It is necessary
to clarify that in O2.2 some of the previous challenges have been already referred for the Italian reality.
Indicatively, regarding some institutional rigidities, it had been mentioned that although in general
there is a level of willingness to some extent from several schoolteachers to be the promoters of a joint
action with non-formal educators from CSOs, they usually receive neither adequate guidance from the
school directorate nor a related support under specific terms. In addition to this lack of motivation,
some bureaucratic problems slow down the attainment of such synergies, even from the level of
communication.
Finally, concerning the reality in Spain, most participants have focused on institutional and economic
challenges, posing the regulatory constraints in education law and policies in the list of challenges with
the highest percentage, reaching 26%. The lack of funding has been rendered, according to Figure 20
and the participants’ answers, as the second most crucial challenging factor in synergies’ creation,
recording 25%. Also, the lack of training opportunities and support has also attracted a part of
participants as an important challenge for establishing a partnership between formal and non-formal
education providers, amounting to 18%, as obviously displays in the previous figure. All these
challenges are not though to be new data, as they simply confirm specific information that has been
again mentioned throughout O2.1 and O2.2, implicating that it is imperative that policy makers manage
them immediately, with long-term, effective policy recommendations and actions that primary meet
NAMS’ needs in education. Just as a useful reminder, in the two previous reports it has been observed
that factors like bureaucratic weaknesses or the strict regulation of formal education system have
already been considered by previous interviewees as crucial gaps and have been verified also by the
participants of this survey as current big problems nowadays in the Spanish territory. Consequently,
well-structured joint collaborations between both spheres (formal and non-formal education
providers) are not so common or widespread, as formal education providers tend to be constricted by
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internal regulations and laws. This difficult situation, in combination to the fact that many teachers in
different Autonomous Communities remain attached to their traditional practices and they do not
always desire to be trained or become more open-minded in the educational field, via the contribution
of educational staff from the third sector, can hinder to a great extent the hope for a good collaboration
between them and CSOs’ non-formal educators, not only at present but also in the future.
Section 3 in brief…
This section constitutes one of the most insightful part of this particular analysis, as it firstly presented
what is the level of awareness of participants about the established synergies, showing on average that
there is no substantial difference between these that declared their knowledge and those that
confirmed their ignorance about any current joint partnership for NAMS integration. Nevertheless, it is
worth mentioning that the part of participants that supported their awareness, has also cited a series
of well-known, usually on an ad hoc basis, joint collaborations in all examined countries. Moreover, it is
necessary to notice that based on the collected data of the survey, this report has shed light into the
most critical areas the establishment of a synergy is most necessary, with the most distinct areas being
the parental involvement and engagement in education, the language support and the professional
development of both formal and non-formal education providers, the service of intercultural mediation
in parallel to the provision of psychosocial support and the field of combating student’s school
segregation and bullying incidents.
Last but not least, in order to understand how the creation of synergies can be established for
managing the previous areas more efficiently, it was more than necessary to delve into specific
challenges that on average and on each national context have been considered by the participants as
the most crucial. Some of the most distinct instances in these gaps that have really posed limitations in
the creation of synergies is the lack of funding and the institutional rigidity of some educational systems
which cannot pave the way easily for the establishment of synergies and leads the school staff to lag
behind in terms of their awareness about such opportunities, since many of them are not trained with
new educational tools in dealing with current circumstances, given the traditional practices they are
attached to. Finally, the unwillingness of both actors to work together on a mutual trust (like the lack
of formal educators to integrate into the school system some effective non-formal practices) for
accommodating on a common basis NAMS in the process of their integration in schools is another
challenge that is pinpointed in almost all countries and it means that this challenging aspect must be
further deliberated by all actors related to this crucial issue.

3.5. Section 4: Challenges of formal and non-formal education providers
about inclusive educational practices for NAMS integration & policy
improvements
3.5.1. Challenges of formal and non-formal education providers
This section has been designed to present first and foremost which challenges, according to the
survey’s participants, have been selected as the most important and which formal and non-formal
education providers are facing regarding the implementation of inclusive educational practices for
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NAMS. This section will thus conclude with the key aspects of this report, displaying the main areas for
which policy recommendations are mostly needed as far as inclusive education towards NAMS is
concerned.
To begin with, the first challenging gap that education providers from formal sector usually encounter
in the process of providing inclusive education policies is the problem of bureaucracy and lack of
flexibility in the school systems, as Figure 21 clearly depicts, recording the highest percentage of
participants’ answers, about 78%. The issue of low public spending on education and limited financial
resources for promoting inclusion and equality (e.g. on infrastructure, human capacity-building) is the
second factor that has been considered by the respondents as the most crucial challenge for formal
education providers, reaching almost 76%. Moreover, the lack of preparation in the existing teaching
force and knowledge as well as the teacher shortages that some school have experienced are also
thought to be important obstacles for formal educators for managing to put into effect an inclusive
educational policy in the school for the benefit of NAMS, noticing 63% and 61% respectively.
As it has been observed by the highest percentages identified on average level about the challenges of
formal education providers, the participants have paid more attention to pivotal factors related to
administrative barriers (such as the problem of bureaucratic labyrinth (in the examined countries),
economic weaknesses (like the low investments on education or low education staff in schools) and
finally the lack of preparedness, knowledge and further training in the development of teachers in order
to be able to deal with some current and innovative matters, like the issue of NAMS integration in
education and to be more effective in a multicultural environment that existing circumstances have
formed.
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Figure 21. Most important challenges of formal education providers about inclusive education policies for NAMS

Since a first depiction on average level has given some insights about the most important challenges of
formal education providers for implementing inclusive practices for NAMS, the analysis is going to
proceed, remaining again to this type of educational stakeholder, but further delving into this time on
each national context. Concerning the Greek participants, it has been supported that the issue that
regards discrimination and non-inclusive attitudes of local communities is the most crucial obstacle
for a formal education provider in the process of implementing inclusive education policies that can
facilitate NAMS integration, recording 50% of participants, as Figure 22 illustrates. The second
challenge that has been considered as critical for formal education providers has to do with the
unfavorable school climate, for example the level of openness or flexibility/inflexibility of a school,
mindset of teachers, bullying incidents etc., accounting for around 46%, while the vulnerability of
unaccompanied minors and the lack observed in the preparation of existing teaching force follow
next, also marking a valuable percentage, both about 39% of the survey’s Greek answers. Moving to
the Cypriot reality, the first identified challenge that formal education providers are facing regards the
inappropriate grade placement/misdiagnosis of previous learning of NAMS, marking the highest
percentage, with almost 39%. Like the Greek case, the vulnerability of accompanied minors as also the
matter of discrimination and non-inclusive attitudes of local communities are considered as very
important challenges also by Cypriot respondents, amounting to around 35% and 33% respectively. At
this point, it would be useful to stress that a part of Greek and Cypriot respondents has mentioned one
additional barrier, that regards the lack of implementing innovative actions with the aim to delve the
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citizens and all the educational stakeholders into the significance of social inclusion. Another
noteworthy challenge which has been selected by some Cypriot participants regards administrative and
educational obstacles, such as the bureaucracy and lack of flexibility in the school system, with almost
32% of survey’s answers.
Regarding the most important challenges of formal education providers in Italy, the majority of
participants of that country has supported that the low public spending on education along with
limited financial resources for promoting inclusion and equality in general (e.g. on infrastructure,
human capacity-building) is the most crucial obstacle for a formal education provider, marking the
highest proportion, with almost 19%, as clearly pictured in Figure 22. The bureaucratic problems and
lack of flexibility in the school system is another barrier which has recorded the second position, with
approximately 18%. Moreover, the unfavorable school climate (in terms of openness or mindset of
teachers, as presented previously in the Greek case) as well as the lack of preparation in existing
teaching force are also considered as decisive challenging factors for formal educators in Italy in the
process of providing integrated practices for NAMS, recording about 18% and 16% respectively.
Figure 22. Most important challenges of formal education providers about inclusive education policies for NAMS

Finally, in the case of Spain, the issue of misdiagnosis of previous learning but also the problem with
teacher shortages have recorded the biggest percentage in the answers of participants, the former
with almost 31% and the latter with 30%. Other three significant barriers for the formal education
sector on which a part of Spanish respondents has paid exclusive attention are the limited financial
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and other kind of resources (infrastructure for example) for promoting inclusion and equality in
general, the bureaucratic weaknesses and lack of school flexibility as well as the limited parental
engagement in education, accounting for 27%, almost 24% and about 22% respectively.
At this point, the analysis is going to concentrate on the description of challenges which have been
assessed as the most important ones by the survey’s participants for the non-formal education
providers in terms of inclusive educational policies for NAMS. As Figure 23 obviously verifies, the first
factor that seems to be the most demanding, with a clear dominance in the answers, for a non-formal
educator is the issue of bureaucracy and lack of flexibility in school systems, with almost 83%. Given
that this information is assessed on average level, it is interesting to underline that in all four countries
it has already been observed from the previous report of O2.2 that this double problem cannot facilitate
neither the school system nor a CSO representative to be more open and innovative, for example
changing the curriculum, for rendering it more inclusive for all the students or for incorporating
effective non-formal practices in a classroom. This can justify the fact that this challenge is presented
with two aspects, bureaucracy, and lack of flexibility, as the former may result to the latter.
Figure 23. Most important challenges for non-formal education providers

Next, other challenges for non-formal education providers that have scored high percentages regard
the students’ limited or interrupted prior formal education as well as the issue of finding sufficient
funding and well-trained staff, both accounting for 60%, according to Figure 23. Furthermore, the
students’ language barriers and the vulnerability of unaccompanied minors are two more aspects that
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have been characterized as important challenges for non-formal educations providers in their attempt
to implement inclusive education policies for NAMS, recording valuable proportions by the participants’
answers, around 58% and 50% respectively.
Since some first statistical results have been given previously on average level about which challenges
are considered as the most important for the category of non-formal educators, it is necessary to focus
on each national reality for pinpointing more clearly which challenge seems to give the most negative
influence on this category of stakeholders and which obstacles must be further taken into account in
order for the educators to implement more effectively inclusive policies for NAMS integration.
Regarding the Greek participants, the students’ limited or interrupted prior formal education has
recorded the highest percentage in the surveys’ answers, with almost 71%, as Figure 24 evidently
displays. Moreover, the difficulty in finding sufficient funding and well-trained staff along with the
bureaucratic weaknesses and the lack of school flexibility are another two crucial gaps for non-formal
education providers, accounting for about 63% and 61% respectively. The puzzle in the most significant
challenges for the non-formal education sector is compiled with other two obstacles regarding the
limited parental engagement in education and the discrimination and non-inclusive attitudes of local
communities, both accounting for 50 %. Some additional arguments were also provided by some Greek
respondents highlighting two challenges that non-formal education providers are currently facing is the
provision of psychosocial support to NAMS and to their parents as well as the successful connection
between education services and the effective, future transition of NAMS to the local labor market.
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Figure 24. Most important challenges for non -formal education providers per country

Moving to the challenges that have been considered as the most critical by the Cypriot respondents, in
this case the reduced parental engagement and motivation about education in general and educational
issues of their children is the barrier that has recorded the biggest percentage, with almost 39%,
according to Figure 24. Also, the limited or insufficient assessment measures evaluating students’
prior knowledge is ranked in the second position in the list of most important challenges, scoring about
33%, while the language barriers of the students and the vulnerability of unaccompanied minors come
next, accounting for approximately 30%.
Regarding the Italian participants, they have focused firstly on the insufficient assessment measures
about students’ prior knowledge (something that was also observed in Cyprus with a valuable
percentage) and on the lack of accurate and disaggregated data about newly arrived children, both
accounting for 16.7%. The third most crucial obstacle for a non-formal education provider regards the
students’ language barriers, recording 13 %, while the next factor is also noteworthy and has to do
with the students’ limited or interrupted prior formal education, reaching 12.5 % of the surveys’
respondents. Finally, Spanish participants have paid attention primarily to the discrimination and noninclusive attitudes of local communities (with almost 17%) and on the vulnerable status of
unaccompanied minors (with 10%).
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This section reveals that there are various and different types of challenges that both formal
and non-formal educational providers face. Of course, not all of them are easily to be
addressed, as some of them have their roots in structural conditions, such as bureaucracy and
lack of resources, that transcend the efforts of just one agent and require a complex multistakeholder partnership. Others, however, such as the existence of insufficient learning
assessment measures, are relatively less complicated to be managed. In this respect, further
looking into the latter category of gaps through the ENACTED activities are not only advisable,
but indeed imperative during the project’s implementation.

3.5.2. Main areas where policy improvements are needed with regards to inclusive
education towards NAMS
After presenting and examining in a detailed way the most essential challenges for both formal and
non-formal education providers in the process of providing inclusive educational policies for a more
effective and efficient integration of NAMS, the analysis is going to be concluded with the main areas
for which some substantial policy improvements are needed, according to participants’ perception.
Even through attention was paid to all options, specific categories were slightly stood out. As distinctly
illustrated in Figure 25, the first two policy tools in which there is a necessity of policy improvements
are the promotion of collaborations among formal, non-formal contexts and academics and second
the facilitation of more collaborations between caregiving authorities and NGOs, that can offer
solutions oriented towards students’ benefit, enabling at the same time the integration of
unaccompanied minors in education, both recording almost 87% on average level. This implicates that
it is very important for some of the previous referred challenges (such as the vulnerable status of
unaccompanied minors that a part of Cypriot and Spanish participants considered as a crucial barrier)
to be resolved through effective synergies between formal and non-formal actors, for facilitating more
easily NAMS’ integration in schools.
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Figure 25. Main areas for policy improvements

Except for the need of efficient policy strategies for the enhancement of collaboration between formal
and non-formal education providers, there are also three other critical areas for which efficacious policy
measures are more than necessary at present. More particularly, the development of preparedness
mechanisms for future migrant arrivals (e.g. regarding the potential of cooperation with other
ministries, focus on more understanding migration trends, direct ways to fill gaps in teaching
workforce), the promotion of NAMS socioemotional development in schools and the improvement in
the initial teacher education practices have been considered as very important fields for policy
improvements by the participants, with all amounting to almost 86%, as verified by Figure 25.
Finally, a part of Greek participants has offered some supplementary answers, focusing on the area of
combating the existing stereotypes about different cultures and about people of another
ethnic/religious background arriving in the host country, a field that needs immediately policy
improvements in order for the education system to become more open and welcoming to the new
arrived refugee students. Also, they added as a critical area the issue of social and psychological
support to refugee parents, not only with regard to the performance of their children at school but
also to the job opportunities, an additional burden for them in the complex process of their social
inclusion and integration in a new national context. A final argument has focused on the classification
of students, as an important area to which great attention must be given, taking into consideration
their level of knowledge or educational potentials as well as considering their age, as the reality has
shown that some crucial incidents may come about among students with big age variations, such as
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bullying incidents or cases of sexual harassment. Bearing in mind all these different mentioned aspects
which must be further investigated by policy makers of all four countries, the concluding point is that
the long and difficult journey of NAMS to be integrated as smoothly as possible in education is not an
easy situation, as various fields are needed to be managed immediately to pose newly arrived refugee
students in a safe school environment. But through the effective coordination and common motivation
of all education actors (either from formal or from informal education sector), it is not unfeasible for
NAMS to achieve the educational and social inclusion opportunities they deserve.
Section 4 in brief…
Although a complex issue such as the integration of NAMS usually entails essential challenges that may
delay seriously its effective handling from policy makers, the in-depth investigation of these difficult
sides as well as of areas on which more attention must be given, is the only possible path for the
facilitation of NAMS inclusion in education.
As it has been observed in this final section, and before proceeding with some general conclusions of all
survey’s results, some decisive factors have been considered as important challenges within the
procedure of implementing inclusive educational policies for NAMS, both for the formal and non-formal
education providers: bureaucratic weakness (e.g. administrative barrier); low public spending in
schools; lack of investment in educational development of non-formal educators; lack of appropriate
preparation in school staff for issues related to integration or racist incidents; and teacher shortages
or well-trained staff in CSOs and the limited parental engagement in educational matters.
However, apart from significant deficiencies observed within the national context, some external
factors, such as the vulnerability of unaccompanied minors or the students’ limited or interrupted
prior formal education, are also important obstacles that have been supported by participants from
roughly all countries. All these challenges are interconnected with several critical areas in which direct
policy improvements are needed.
In short, the necessity to create collaborative networks among formal, non-formal education
providers, ministries, and caregiving organisations has been mentioned by various participants as
crucial area for the provision of policy recommendations, to manage their integration of NAMS more
effectively. Finally, the need for all the previous actors to develop suitable preparedness mechanisms,
for assessing and dealing favorably with the migration trends, as well as the innovation in the practices
on which teaching staff is based on are another two key points that must be included in any future
policy improvements for long-term positive outcomes in NAMS integration.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
The methodological approach which was deployed for the production of this report helped us to elicit a
rich variety of information that overall concerns the status on how formal and non-formal educational
providers pursue NAMS integration in the four host countries; the main challenges that accompany these
efforts; existing problems and gaps; and possible ways forward through the identification of most
important needs. Through the triangulation technique that connected the survey’s results with the findings
from in-depth stakeholders’ interviews (O2.2) and extensive literature review (O2.1) from the previous
Outputs, this report has striven for combining quantitative and qualitative research methods and offer a
truly pragmatic third way that transcends the limitations of both mainstream methodological traditions.
It is evident that a series of important conclusions have been drawn through this research. These results
pertain both on aggregate level (average results from all four countries), and on national layer, that is to
say how reality unfolds in national context, with all the specificities and particularities that each country
experiences within its boundaries. The analysis of results has demonstrated in many instances that when
the answers of participants have been broken down per country level, many points that could not be
understood at the aggregate level, their importance and degree of criticality have been revealed. As such,
it is important to bear in mind that even though all examining countries fall under the same family of
Mediterranean, western countries that are also part of European Union, they nevertheless display different
trends and characteristics. This, in turn, should alert policy makers who wish to design tailor-made
interventions in each country for a more robust transition to formal and informal institutions that enable
the effective NAMS integration in educational environment.

Current conditions
To begin with, the analysis offered a comprehensive overview on the most widespread practices of NAMS
integration, the agents of these practices, which types of policy measures are undertaken during NAMS
arrival, as well as how NAMS are accommodated in the host country. Taken all together, these components
reveal the overall status quo both on average and per country. With regard to the most widespread
practices that facilitate NAMS integration, the most reported ones are the intense language trainings to
NAMS and their families; the provision of psychosocial support; the organisation of welcome classes; the
deployment of intercultural mediation; and actions of individualised support that are offered to refugee
minors and their parents for their reinforcement. Divergence of opinions have been observed between
non-formal and formal educational providers, with each group focusing on different practices in their effort
to accelerate NAMS inclusion. For instance, the former usually adhere to mother tongue learning courses,
interpretation services and extracurricular support, whereas the latter give emphasis to organisation of
welcome classes and language training support. Of course, in each country, different priorities exist, and
therefore not all groups follow the same practices.
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On the other hand, a series of preliminary actions concerning the first steps when NAMS arrive in the host
country have been identified recurrently by participants. The most important ones are the provision of
language learning, the accommodation at reception centers, the operation of mainstream classes and a
blend of traditional classes with specialized courses that are offered to young migrants. Once again, the
reader should bear in mind that, according to the nationality of the respondent, different attention was
paid to each type of action, which implies that not all countries follow the same policy trajectory when
dealing with NAMS integration. It is interesting to see that, depending on each country’s context, various
solutions are selected, which means that a one-size-fits-all approach is misleading.

Main challenges
Despite the reported efforts, a plethora of multi-level challenges, that essentially hinder the process of
integration, have been mentioned by participants. As such, these deficiencies showcase that current
activities and preliminary actions do not suffice, as both formal and non-formal educational providers are
struggling to deliver effective support to NAMS and their families. Understanding these challenges is of
paramount importance and can pave the way for a future way forward.
Generally speaking, the analysis shows that the challenges identified in the survey’s answers do not deviate
strongly from those obstacles that were spotted both in literature research and in-depth interviews.
Recurring themes that regard the factors that impede the implementation of inclusive educational policies
for NAMS are the problematic bureaucratic/regulatory context, inadequate numbers of personnel in
educational institutions, lack of human capital and appropriate preparation of educational personnel to
deal with NAMS, low level of public spending, and insufficient parental engagement from NAMS families.
In short, a mix of economic, administrative and strategic gaps interact with each other and create serious
problems to formal and non-formal education agents.
In addition, the internal gaps that derive from the national reality are combined with external factors, such
as the fact that unaccompanied NAMS are de facto vulnerable, whereas some students’ prior formal
education in sending countries had been interrupted or was limited. Moreover, these external factors are
interconnected with a set of decisive factors that later on have a negative impact on NAMS school
performance, which intuitively derail NAMS’ overall procedure of being integrated in local communities
and may stigmatize them. The factors cross over different aspects, both structural and personal, such as
family factors, personal past experiences, previous educational experience, and socioeconomic profile of
the NAM. Naturally, the combination of these different factors should be incorporated into a complex and
integrated policy analysis. In other words, focusing only on macro-structural conditions or only on microstructural personal elements as the theoretical framework on which policy makers will justify their future
intervention measures, may lead to grave failures or inefficient outcomes in the future.
A final layer of challenges pertains to the operational efficiency of synergies between the agents per se,
that is to say between formal and non-formal education providers. Of course, this does not mean that
synergies do not exist whatsoever. On the contrary, almost half of participants’ total number suggested
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that joint collaborations between CSOs and schoolteachers – with the common aim to aid NAMS in their
way to be integrated and eventually succeed in domestic school environment – have been realized. To that
end, various examples have been provided, that prove that indeed, these synergies are not just wishful
proclamations, but have already been initiated. Nevertheless, these initiatives bear their own problems.
The most crucial types of challenges are lack of funding, institutional rigidities of some educational
systems, mutual distrust between formal and non-formal agents and subsequent unwillingness for genuine
cooperation, uneven capacity of school personnel in integrating efforts, and absence of long-term school
vision. Naturally, not all countries experience these challenges in the same manner. As the triangulation
suggests, it is indicative that for instance in Greece, bureaucratic constraints and lack of funding are heavily
mentioned, whereas in Italy lack of teaching staff’s training is among the most critical challenges. At the
same time, it is interesting and also crucial to notice that apart from validating the existence of these
challenges, the triangulation also exposes inconsistences between the findings across the different sources
(literature research, surveys, and interviews) for some countries. These deviations should absolutely be
taken into consideration in future research and be further investigated by policy makers, with the purpose
to understand the true magnitude of each challenge. Finally, apart from addressing the challenges of
synergies’ formation, it is imperative to keep in mind that there are specific areas in which the collaboration
between CSOs and formal educational providers is most important. As elicited by survey’s participants, the
most significant fields are the engagement of NAMS’ parents, the provision of intercultural mediation
services and psychosocial assistance, the acknowledgment and elimination of segregation practices in
school environment, as well as language support.
In sum, it can be inferred that the process of NAMS integration face challenges, obstacles and gaps in three
different levels: national level (macro-level), agents’ level (meso-level) and NAMS personal level (microlevel). All the layers work in tandem and provide a complicated picture (summarised visually in Figure 26)
of interconnected challenges, which must be analysed, understood and dealt with in parallel. This leads to
the next step, which refers to how policy makers should make use of these results.
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Figure 26. Multi-level challenges that hinder NAMS integration

Macro-level national
factors:
- Economic gaps
- Administrative
barriers
- Strategic problems

Meso-level agents
factors:
- Insitutional rigidities
- Lack of willingness
- Scarce resources

Micro-level NAMS factors:
- Personal background
- Socio-economic profile
- Psychological factors

Policy context and improvements
The analysis of survey’s results can function as useful basis for efficacious policy making at national, regional
and local level. Since the report focuses on the actions undertaken by both formal and non-formal
educational providers, any policy improvement that aspires to be visionary and sustainable should build on
the recognition of existing needs of CSOs and formal educational providers in dealing with NAMS
integration. By carefully understanding the needs of CSOs and schoolteachers, the analysis essentially
adopts a bottom-up approach, hence advocating that policy reforms should not derive from top-down
agendas but should be formulated in consultation with the very recipients of these interventions. This will
not only help to the further democratization of policy making in NAMS educational integration, but also
will offer realistic answers that target the core problems as expressed by participants. However, it is
important to incorporate in the analysis the overall European policy framework. Therefore, policy
recommendations are aligned with the European Commission’s “Action plan on Integration and Inclusion
2021-2027”.
In sum, the most important policy recommendations, which build on the needs identified by the
participants, can be summarised as follows:
Training improvements: Emphasis must be given to a series of improvements regarding the way
educational practices within the school environment are designed and implemented. The most important
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and urgent interventions entail the adoption of appropriated adapted learning and teaching materials and
the formulation of individualised study courses that meet the needs of NAMS. Additional training
improvements can be the introduction of innovative pedagogical methods and the development of
intercultural educational materials for formal educational providers. This will also equip schoolteachers
with the required skillset of acting within a multicultural education context, thus contributing to EC Action
Plan on Integration and Inclusion (2020: 9).
Institutional reforms: The simplification of bureaucratic procedures and the reduction of administrative
rigidities have been recurring issues throughout the analysis. Drastically addressing these aspects will
enable schools to become more flexible and adopt a long-term vision for NAMS’ future in local
communities. Furthermore, it will also permit formal educational providers to abandon traditional and
ineffective educational practices, which create obsolete mentality and teaching activities.
Provision of resources: Resources is an extremely influential factor to be included in policy agendas. In this
respect, resources do not refer only to monetary funding and infrastructural improvements – an aspect
clearly mentioned in the EC Action Plan on Integration and Inclusion (2020: 7) – with creation of appropriate
school infrastructures, such as expansion of classrooms and necessary equipment. It also entails robust
investment in human capital. As such, ensuring adequate number of personnel both in formal and nonformal institutions of educations (i.e. public schools and CSOs) and guaranteeing their proper prior training
are crucial areas for implementing inclusive educational practices of NAMS. In parallel, specific training
sessions must be dedicated to combating incidents of segregation towards NAMS, as well as how teachers
can detect and deal with racist and bullying behaviour from native pupils’ parents.
Collaborative mentality: Positive mentality change should become a priority in policy agendas. Behavioural
transformation pertains to two different levels. First, it suggests the necessity to create strong collaborative
networks among formal and non-formal education providers, as well as with caregiving agencies and state
ministries. This is in line with the EC Action Plan on Integration and Inclusion, which clearly states that a
multi-stakeholder partnership is essential. In particular, the Action Plan refers to “coordinating actions”
and “establishing relevant partnerships”, under the context of cooperation initiatives (EC, 2020: 7). The
Plan also stresses the key role CSOs, among other actors, play in integration processes. Second, change of
mentality refers to adoption of a more open-minded attitude from the side of school (formal) teachers.
This change could unlock the integration of CSOs actions into the formal educational context, as well as it
will mobilise schoolteachers in focusing on sensitive issues, such as the socio-emotional needs of NAMS.
Setup of preparatory mechanisms: Finally, survey participants emphasized the need of setting up and
developing suitable preparedness mechanisms, in order the teaching staff to be fully prepared upon the
arrival of NAMS in the school facilities. This issue is confirmed again by the EC Action Plan, which highlights
the importance for policy makers to devise and tailor preparatory and support mechanisms for effectively
and quickly navigating NAMS into the new educational conditions (EC, 2020: 6).
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ENACTED’s way forward
ENACTED intends to incorporate all the above-mentioned findings into the next steps of the
implementation phase. In particular, through the creation of the Depository of Innovative Practices for
Inclusive Education, the project will create a toolkit of educational practices and methods that can be
leveraged by formal and non-formal educational providers. The DIPIE will be informed by the rich findings
elicited through the surveys and triangulated with the other Outputs’ results. Moreover, the formulation
of a currently non-existing international online platform will enable for the first time the different
stakeholders to form partnerships and create communication bridges for the effective integration of NAMS.
This communication will be propelled by the organisation and performance of physical and virtual
roundtables between CSOs, schoolteachers and relevant stakeholder groups.
Furthermore, the physical and virtual roundtables, which will be deployed as part of the project, will
enable policy makers to develop a proper assessment system concerning NAMS’ prior knowledge – a need
that was stressed for the case of non-formal education providers – and help schoolteachers (formal
educational providers) to correct previous misdiagnoses on NAMS’ past learning. Even though these needs
were reported as alarmingly high in Cyprus, with Italy and Spain reporting only one of the above-mentioned
needs, the replicating potential of the assessment system through the roundtables could easily be adapted
in the other ENACTED countries, where low levels of those needs were observed.
If one thing is undoubted, is the need of recognising existing challenges, prioritizing needs, and bringing
together all stakeholders and agents, under a context of reciprocal support, to work collectively for the
future of NAMS in host educational systems. Given the complexities that have been identified, this is not
an easy, or simple process. However, the incorporation of NAMS is not only urgent per se but can further
generate significant added value to both migrants and local societies. As the EC Action Plan states (2020:
1), “ensuring effective integration and inclusion in the EU of migrants is a social and economic investment
that makes European societies more cohesive, resilient and prosperous”.
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Annex: Stakeholder needs and challenges survey
ENACTED: Integration of Newly Arrived Migrant Students (NAMS)* in
education
*“Newly Arrived Migrant Students (NAMS) are defined as persons up to 18 years of age, born outside their current
country of residence to parents also born outside this host country and who have arrived in the EU host country during
or before the age of compulsory education and enter formal education in their host country”

Dear participant,
Welcome to the ENACTED Stakeholder needs and challenges survey. The ENACTED project aims at
establishing a new and currently absent, yet much needed, international online networking platform
connecting European Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) and Primary and Secondary Schools that work with
Newly Arrived Migrant Students (NAMS) focusing on providing Quality and Inclusive Education for all
learners.
As such, ENACTED steps in to facilitate the collection, analysis, evaluation, and exchange of promising CSOs’
practices by offering a database and useful tool in the form of a networking platform that CSOs and schools
can use to advance their work and upscale their effectiveness.
For these purposes, the present survey invites you to take part and answer the following questions that
would help us design and implement an effective and responsible programme that will take into
consideration your needs and wishes as well as the challenges you have encountered along the way.
Your participation is valuable to us and will remain anonymous. You are not required to identify yourself
when completing any of the questions. By filling this questionnaire you accept that the information gathered
here will be used solely for the purpose of the project, and that your personal information and opinions
could be anonymously published in some of the results of the ENACTED project. If you have any concerns,
please contact Ioanna Garefi (ioanna.garefi@stimmuli.eu) or Sofia Kantsiou (sofia.kantsiou@stimmuli.eu).
We thank you for your participation and we look forward to discovering your views.
ENACTED project team
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Introduction
1. Please choose your country of residence:
o
o
o
o

Cyprus
Greece
Italy
Other:

Section 1: NAMS integration in education: general context
2. Do the following types of practices provided to NAMS and/or their parents exist in your country to facilitate
integration in education? (Please answer selecting ‘Yes’, ‘No’ or ‘Maybe’). Are these practices implemented
by formal education providers (schools), non-formal education providers (Civil Society Organisations), or
through their synergies? (Please answer by selecting ‘Formal/Non-Formal/ Synergies’)
Types of practices

Yes/No/Maybe

Formal/Non
formal/Synergies

Welcome classes
Individualized support within mainstream classroom
Lessons in non-traditional environments
Intense language training in host country language
Lessons on mother tongue learning
Provision of extracurricular lessons
Provision of psycho-social support
Intercultural mediation
Assigning mentors
Interpretation services
Assessment of prior knowledge
Promoting parental involvement in school
Involving community members
Volunteering programs in local community organisations
Other (please specify)

3. Could you identify a number of effective non-formal educational practices from CSOs that facilitate the
integration of NAMs in education?
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4. Upon their arrival in a host country, NAMS are:

Yes

No

O

O

O

O

O

O

are receiving language learning as a first key
priority

O

O

combined approach: receiving specialized courses
for some lessons in parallel with mainstream
classes

O

O

O

O

O

O

placed in welcome/preparatory classes for all
lessons
placed in mainstream classes for all lessons

not placed if they arrived during the school year

placed at reception centers

Other (please specify):

5. Which of the following factors are negatively impacting upon school performance and integration in
education of NAMS?
DK/NA

Not at all

Slightly

Somewha
t

Current sociopolitical context: populist
and xenophobic discourse, violent
extremist and bullying factors.

O

O

O

O

O

O

Past experiences: war trauma, loss and
separation, physical and psychological
abuse

O

O

O

O

O

O

Education background: disrupted
education or no education, arriving
after the age of compulsory education,
etc.

O

O

O

O

O

O
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Current education experiences leading
to segregation: less resilient and
responsive education systems to their
needs, role of parents and the wider
school environment, local parents
opposing to the entry of NAMS in
schools

O

O

O

O

O

O

Students’ socio- emotional wellbeing:
social and emotional competences that
will facilitate their adaptation in a new
school environment.

O

O

O

O

O

O

Cultural background: gender, identity,
religion and other ethnological
perspectives

O

O

O

O

O

O

Socioeconomic background/ current
living conditions: financial hardship,
precarious housing, living in remote
areas or in difficult conditions like
refugee camps

O

O

O

O

O

O

Family background: speaking the hostcountry language at home, level of
parents’ school appreciation, parents’
integration level in society

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Other (please specify):

6. Which of the following stakeholder groups are you representing?
o
o
o

Non- formal education provider (Civil Society Organisation- CSO)
Formal Education provider (pre-primary, primary, secondary, upper secondary teacher/
headteacher)
Policy representative (national, regional, local authority/ administration)

Section 2: Needs of formal education providers and challenges they are currently
facing on NAMS integration in education
7. Please indicate which of the following options respond to the current training needs of formal education
providers for the facilitation of more inclusive education practices to NAMS.
Training needs..

Yes/No/Maybe
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.. in effective methods on meeting individual students’ needs and designing individualised
study courses
.. in practical tools supporting multilingual classrooms (e.g. teaching of host-country
language supplemented by an instructor on mother tongue)
.. in appropriate adapted learning and teaching materials with accessible content (e.g.
visual learning resources, games)
.. in recognising socioemotional needs among students
.. in the provision of peer-to-peer learning opportunities (e.g. exchange of best practices)
.. in assessing students’ prior learning
.. in interacting with parents and encouraging parental involvement
.. in actively involving community members and local stakeholders into the learning process
.. in combating NAMS school segregation and bullying
Other (please specify):
8. Which of the following needs are the most important for providing more inclusive education practices to
NAMS?
Formal educational settings/schools

Strongly
disagree

Neither agree,
Disagree nor disagree

Strongly
Agree

agree

DK/NA

Adaptation of the mainstream
curriculum to meet the learning needs
of NAMS

O

O

O

O

O

O

Provision of intercultural educational
materials

O

O

O

O

O

O

Introduction of innovative pedagogical
methods that can support diverse
classrooms (e.g. citizenship education,
project-based learning, service learning
etc)

O

O

O

O

O

O

Development of an online learning
platform for sharing of inclusive
resources for easily facilitating NAMS
integration

O

O

O

O

O

O

Incorporating creative approaches for
making the school a multilingual,
intercultural
environment
(i.e.
organising social events for bilingual

O

O

O

O

O

O
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families,
working
with
cultural
mediators and community groups, etc)
Intensify the recruitment of
mainstream teachers

O

O

O

O

O

O

Employment of teachers with a migrant
background

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Provision of professional development
programmes to schools responding to
the needs of NAMS

O

O

O

O

O

O

Systematic monitoring and evaluation
measures for assessing NAMS school
performance

O

O

O

O

O

O

Improvement/intensification of
diagnostic testing for NAMS prior
knowledge

O

O

O

O

O

O

Ιncreased school infrastructure
(classrooms, equipment etc)

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Εmployment of interpreters

Εmployment of intercultural mediators

Εmployment of school psychologists

Continuous language support aside
from preparatory classes
Provision of specific
unaccompanied minors

support

to

Other (please specify):

9. Please select which are the most important challenges that formal educational providers are facing in your
country regarding the implementation of inclusive educational practices for NAMS?
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

bureaucracy and lack of flexibility in the school systems
Teacher shortages
lack of preparation in the existing teaching force
unfavorable school climate (openness, flexibility of school, mindset of teachers, bullying, etc.)
insufficient policy measures
low public spending on education and limited financial resources for promoting inclusion and
equality in general (e.g. on infrastructure, human capacity-building)
discrimination and non-inclusive attitudes of local communities
Limited parental engagement in education
vulnerability of unaccompanied minors
inappropriate grade placement/misdiagnosis of previous learning
Other (please specify):

Section 3: Needs of non- formal education providers and challenges they are
currently facing on NAMS integration in education
10. Please indicate which of the following options respond to the current training needs of non-formal
education providers for the facilitation of more inclusive education practices to NAMS.
Training needs..
Yes/No/Maybe
.. in effective methods on meeting individual students’ needs and designing individualised
study courses
.. in practical tools supporting multilingual classrooms (e.g. teaching of host-country
language supplemented by an instructor on mother tongue)
.. in appropriate adapted learning and teaching materials with accessible content (e.g.
visual learning resources, games)
.. in recognising socioemotional needs among students
.. in the provision of peer-to-peer learning opportunities (e.g. exchange of best practices)
.. in assessing students’ prior learning
.. in interacting with parents and encouraging parental involvement
.. in actively involving community members and local stakeholders into the learning process
.. in combating NAMS school segregation and bullying
Other (please specify):

11. Which of the following needs are the most important for providing more inclusive education practices to
NAMS?
Non-formal educational settings

Strongly
disagree

Neither agree,
Disagree

nor disagree
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Assignment/ involvement of mentors
from the same ethnic background
supporting the integration of migrant
children and their families

O

O

O

O

O

O

Provision of intercultural educational
materials

O

O

O

O

O

O

Development of an online learning
platform for sharing of inclusive
resources for easily facilitating NAMS
integration

O

O

O

O

O

O

Ιncreased infrastructure (classrooms,
equipment etc.)

O

O

O

O

O

O

Provision of special training to non-formal
education providers to respond to the
language needs of NAMS

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Provision of special training to non-formal
education providers to respond to the
socioemotional needs of NAMS
Incorporating creative and interactive
educational approaches and practices for
teaching in a multilingual, intercultural
environment (i.e. organising social events
for bilingual families, working with cultural
mediators and community groups)
Continuous language support on hostcountry language
Provision of specific
unaccompanied minors

support

to

Other (please specify):

12. Please, respond to the following statements that describe the current role of non-formal education for the
inclusion of NAMS in education depending on how much you agree or disagree with them.
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Role of non-formal educational settings

Strongly

Neither agree,

Strongly

DK/NA

disagree

Disagree

nor disagree

Agree

agree

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Non formal education practices are able
to adjust to the needs of individual
children

O

O

O

O

O

O

Non formal education practices are
preserving the cultural heritage and
supporting the learning of NAMS’ mother
languages

O

O

O

O

O

O

Non-formal education activities can help
to overcome shortages in school caused
by limited budgets, time constraints, or
lack in infrastructure

O

O

O

O

O

O

Non-formal education activities help
develop self-sufficiency, self-confidence,
responsibility and attentiveness

O

O

O

O

O

O

Non-formal education can function as a
support system for children dropping out
from school to enter the labour market
faster.

O

O

O

O

O

O

Non-formal education is a way to
facilitate transition to a formal setting
and provide additional support while the
child is already in school
Non-formal education contributes to
better performance of NAMS at school

13. Please select which are the most important challenges that non-formal educational providers are facing in
your country regarding the implementation of inclusive educational practices for NAMS?
-

bureaucracy and lack of flexibility in the country’s education system
Insufficient assessment measures evaluating students’ prior knowledge
Students’ language barriers
Students’ limited or interrupted prior formal education
Limited parental engagement in education
Vulnerability of unaccompanied minors
discrimination and non-inclusive attitudes of local communities
Finding sufficient funding and well-trained staff
lack of accurate and disaggregated data about newly arrived children
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-

Other (please specify):

Section 4: NAMS integration in education: Creation of synergies between formal
and non-formal education providers
14. Are you aware of any synergies (established both on a formal and informal/ ad hoc basis) developed between
formal and non-formal education providers in your country, facilitating the integration of NAMS in
education?
o
o

Yes
No

15. If yes, can you please name a few?

16. Please select which are the most important challenges in terms of creating synergies between formal and
non-formal education providers?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Schools do not know which associations to contact or how to establish such partnerships
Lack of school vision and all-encompassing strategy
Uneven capacity and competence of school staff to integrate non-formal learning effectively into
formal activities and courses
Unwillingness of school staff or CSOs to collaborate between them
Lack of training opportunities and support
Regulatory constraints in education law and policies.
Lack of funding
Other (please specify):

17. For which of the following areas the establishment of such synergies is mostly necessary?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

professional development of both formal and non-formal education providers
parental involvement and engagement in education
language support
assessment of prior learning
community involvement in the learning process
psycho-social support
intercultural mediation
extracurricular lessons
combating students’ school segregation and bullying
special support to unaccompanied minors
Other (please specify)
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Section 5: Policy improvements for the integration of NAMS in education
18. Can you rate the importance of the following, suggesting the main areas where policy improvements are
needed with regards to inclusive education towards NAMS?
Not at all
important

Policy improvements

Low
importance Neutral

Moderately
important

Very
important

DK/NA

providing flexibility on
grouping students based on
their ability/knowledge level
rather than age

O

O

O

O

O

O

development of preparedness
mechanisms for future migrant
arrivals (e.g. cooperation with
other ministries,
understanding migration
trends, quickly filling gaps in
teaching workforce)

O

O

O

O

O

O

promoting NAMS
socioemotional development
in schools

O

O

O

O

O

O

Promoting collaborations
among formal, non-formal
contexts and academics

O

O

O

O

O

O

Improving initial teacher
education

O

O

O

O

O

O

offering motivation and
incentives to NAMS parents

O

O

O

O

O

O

Facilitating collaboration
between caregiving authorities
and NGOs, offering studentcentred solutions that enable
the integration of
unaccompanied minors in
education.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Other (please specify):
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